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ABSTRACT 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted the attention of many researchers due 

to their unique mechanical, structural, and electrical properties, and their apparent 

usefulness in nanotechnology, nanoelectronics, biosensors, biotechnology, biomedicine, 

and energy storage. Single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) could be dispersed by 

surfactants, such as glycopyranoside, which is a family of non-ionic surfactants, from 

the more generic class of glycolipids found in nature, especially in biological 

membranes. Hydrogen bond is a dominant factor in different biological processes. This 

thesis focuses on the knowledge of the hydrogen bond formation in non-ionic surfactant 

such as glycolipids. Subsequently, we examined the effect of one of these surfactants on 

SWNTs via quantum chemical calculations. 

Density functional theory calculations on two glycosides, namely, n-octyl-β-D-

glucopyranoside (C8O-β-Glc) and n-octyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (C8O-β-Gal), were 

performed for geometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-31G level. Both molecules are 

stereoisomers i.e. both are epimers. They differ only in the orientation (axial vs 

equatorial) of the hydroxyl group at the C4 position. Thus, it is interesting to 

electronically investigate the effect of the direction of the hydroxyl group at the C4 

position. The structure parameters of X-H…Y intra-molecular hydrogen bonds were 

analyzed and the nature of these bonds and the intra-molecular interactions were 

considered using the atoms in the molecules approach. Natural bond orbital analysis 

was used to determine the effective non-bonding interactions. These results showed 

that, while C8O-β-Glc possess only one hydrogen bond, C8O-β-Gal has two intra-

molecular hydrogen bonds, which further confirms the anomalous stability of the latter 

in self-assembly phenomena.  
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In addition, density functional theory calculations on α/β-D-mannose (α/β-Man) and the 

corresponding glycosides of n-octyl-α/β-D-mannopyranoside (C8O-α/β-Man) were 

carried out for geometrical optimization and stability predictions at the B3LYP/6-31G 

level of theory. These compounds are anomerically related, since they differ by only the 

orientation of the hydroxyl group at the C1 position. The aim of this study is to 

investigate the effect of the hydroxyl group’s orientations at the C1 position on the 

intra-molecular interactions and the conformational stability of these isomers. The 

structural parameters of X-H…Y intra-molecular hydrogen bonds were analyzed, while 

the nature of these bonds was taken into account using the atoms in molecules approach. 

Natural bond orbital analysis was used to determine the effective non-bonding 

interactions. The results showed that while α-anomers possesses only one intra-

molecular hydrogen bond, β-anomers possesses two intra-molecular hydrogen bonds, 

which further confirms the anomalous stability of the latter in the self-assembly 

phenomena. 

In order to study the interaction between CNTs and surfactants, we report on a 

density functional theory calculation at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory performed for 

the purpose of predicting the reactivity governing the nucleophilic and electrophilic 

attacks on the external surface of a SWNTs. The computational results predicted that 

glycolipid could induce in a strong interaction on the surface of the SWNT in both gas 

and aqueous phases. Therefore, surfactants disperse SWNTs in aqueous solutions, 

mainly via hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions, where the hydrophobic tail of the 

surfactant molecule adsorbs on the surface of SWNT, while the hydrophilic head 

associates with water for the purpose of dissolution.  
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ABSTRAK 

Tiub nano karbon (CNT) telah menarik perhatian ramai penyelidik kerana 

keunikan mekanikal, struktur, ciri-ciri elektrik, dan kegunaan mereka dalam teknologi 

nano, elektronik nano, pengesan bio, bioteknologi, dan penyimpanan tenaga. Tiub nano 

berdinding tunggal (SWNT) boleh tersebar dengan surfaktan, contohnya, glikopiranosid

a, yang ditemui dalam alam semula jadi, terutamanya dalam membran biologi. 

Hidrogen adalah faktor dominan dalam dalam pelbagai proses biologi. Tesis ini 

memberi tumpuan kepada jenis pembentukan ikatan hidrogen dalam surfaktan bukan 

ionic seperti glikolipid. Seterusnya, kita mengkaji kesan salah satu surfaktan pada tiub 

nano karbon penyebaran pengiraan kimia kuantum.  

Pengiraan teori berfungsi ketumpatan terhadap dua glikosida, iaitu n-oktil-β-D-

glukopiranosida (C8O-β-GLC) dan n-oktil-β-D-galaktopiranosida (C8O-β-Gal) telah 

dijalankan pada tahap B3LYP / 6-31G untuk mengoptimumkan geometri. Kedua-dua 

molekul adalah stereoisomer atau epimers. Mereka hanya berbeza dalam orientasi 

kumpulan hidroksil pada kedudukan C4. Oleh itu, adalah menarik untuk menyiasat 

secara elektronik kesan arah (paksi / khatulistiwa) kumpulan hidroksil pada kedudukan 

C4. Parameter struktur X-H…Y ikatan hydrogen intramolekul dianalisis, manakala sifat 

ikatan dan interaksi intramolekul dianggarkan menggunakan pendekatan atom dalam 

molekul. Analisis orbit ikatan asli telah digunakan untuk menentukan arahan ikatan dan 

interaksi bukan ikatan efektif. Keputusan ini menunjukkan bahawa, C8O-β-GLC 

memiliki hanya satu ikatan hidrogen, manakala C8O-β-Gal mempunyai dua ikatan 

hidrogen intramolekul, yang mengesahkan lagi kestabilan ganjil C8O-β-Gal dalam 

fenomena pemasangan diri. 
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Di samping itu, pengiraan teori berfungsi ketumpatan pada α/β-D-mannose (α/β-

Man) dan glikosida sepadan n-oktil-α/β-D-mannopiranosida (C8O-α/β-Man) telah 

dijalankan untuk pengoptimuman dan kestabilan geometri ramalan di peringkat B3LYP 

/ 6-31G secara teori. Sebatian-sebatian ini berkaitan secara anomerik, kerana mereka 

berbeza hanya pada orientasi kumpulan hidroksil di kedudukan C1. 

Tujuan kajian ini adalah untuk mengkaji kesan orientasi kumpulan hidroksil ini 

di kedudukan C1 terhadap interaksi antara molekul dan kestabilan isomer konformasi 

ini. Parameter struktur X-H ... Y ikatan hidrogen antara molekul dianalisis, manakala 

sifat ikatan ini dianggap menggunakan molekul-molekul atom dalam pendekatan. 

Analisis orbit ikatan asli (NBO) telah digunakan untuk menentukan arahan ikatan dan 

kesan interaksi bukan ikatan. Keputusan ini menunjukkan bahawa α-anomers 

mempunyai hanya satu ikatan antara molekul hidrogen, β-anomers mempunyai dua 

ikatan hidrogen antara molekul, yang lagi mengesahkan kestabilan ganjil yang 

kemudian pada fenomena pemasangan diri.  

Untuk mengkaji interaksi antara tiub nano karbon dan surfaktan, seterusnya di 

sini kita melaporkan pada teori fungsional ketumpatan Pengiraan di peringkat yang 

B3LYP/6-31G teori dilakukan untuk tujuan meramalkan kereaktifan yang mengawal 

serangan nukleofilik dan elektrofilik pada permukaan luar sebuah SWNTs. Keputusan 

pengiraan meramalkan bahawa glikolipid, boleh mengakibatkan interaksi yang kuat 

pada permukaan SWNT di kedua-dua gas dan fasa akueus. Oleh itu, surfaktan 

menyebarkan tiub nano karbon di dalam larutan akueus melalui interaksi hidrofobik / 

hidrofilik, di mana ekor hidrofobik molekul surfaktan yang menjerap di permukaan 

SWNT, manakala kepala hidrofilik bersatu dengan air bagi tujuan pelarutan. 
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Nanotechnology is the study of matter manipulation at atomic and molecular 

scales [1]. Nanotechnology involves structures that are within 1‒100 nm in one 

dimension. Nanotechnology also encompass the development of materials or devices 

within the aforementioned size rang, where the effects of mechanical quantum would 

be profound [2]. Some possible application of nanotechnology is detailed in Figure 

1.1.  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) represent one of the most unique inventions in the 

field of nanotechnology. It remains one of the most researched materials in the 20
th

 

and 21
st
 centuries. It can be conjugated non-covalently or covalently with 

nanoparticles, biomolecules, and drugs. This section will focus on the synthesis, 

properties, modification, and applications of CNTs.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Possible application of nanotechnology (adopted from http://vtu.ac.in/nano-

technology/).  
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1. 1 Carbon nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes have diameters that falls within the nanometer range, while 

its corresponding lengths are micrometer. In 1970, Morinobu Endo synthesized 

carbon filaments that are about 7 nm in diameter via the vapor-growth technique. This 

materials was also synthesized by Iijima from the NEC Laboratory in 1991 [3], which 

he later christened single-walled carbon nanotubes in 1993. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

are allotropes of carbon possessing cylindrical nanostructure, resulting in exceptional 

mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties, higher moduli, are stronger than steel, 

and are thermally stable to as much as 2800°C in vacuum, have a thermal conductivity 

that is double of diamond, and the electric-current-carrying capacity is 1000 times 

greater than that of a copper wire. An idealized nanotube is a hexagonal network of 

carbon atoms rolled up to form a cylinder with diameters that are in nanometers and 

lengths are micrometers with aspect ratio of 1000 or higher. Single-walled carbon 

nanotubes have a surface area of ≈ 1600 m
2
/g. The next section will discuss some 

background information of carbon nanotubes, which will cover the synthesis methods, 

structure, physics properties, modification methods, and corresponding applications. 

Figure 1.2 shows schematic of SWNTs consisting of a single sheet seamlessly 

wrapped around a cylindrical tube.  

 

Figure 1.2: Schematic of single-walled carbon nanotubes consist of a single 

graphite sheet seamlessly wrapped in a cylindrical tube (adopted from 

http://cnanotubes.blogspot.com/2006/06/classifications.htm). 

http://cnanotubes.blogspot.com/2006/06/classifications
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1.1.1 Structure of carbon nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes can be synthesized via several methods, such as  laser ablation 

[4, 5], arc-discharge [6, 7], as well as chemical vapor deposition [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. 

Each nanotube is a single molecule composed of millions of atoms [13]. The length of 

carbon nanotubes vary from several micrometers to hundreds of micrometers, with  

diameters of about 1.01.5 nm [12]. For MWNTs, their inner and outer diameters are 

around 5 and 100 nm, respectively. The distance between two walls of MWNTs is 

about 3.41 Å, which is comparable to the interlayer distance in graphite [14]. SWNTs 

exhibit unique electronic properties that can be significantly altered sing the chiral 

vector, C = (n, m), which is the parameter indicating how the graphene sheet is rolled 

to form a carbon nanotube.  

Therefore, SWNTs are characterized by the chirality indices (n, m), where n and m 

are integers, with n ≥ m.  Its corresponding structure determines whether it is metallic 

or semiconducting, which in turn depends on the chirality. Chirality is a measure of 

the twist of the nanotube. Furthermore, chirality determines the size of the electronic 

band gap for semiconducting nanotubes. Carbon nanotube configurations with the 

chiral vector C and unit vectors a and b, is shown in Figure 1.3. Structurally, SWNTs 

are divided into three distinct types, which are armchair (n , n) tubes, zigzag (n , 0) 

tubes, and chiral (n, m) tubes [15]. Figure 1.4 show examples of these structures 

(armchair, zigzag and chiral). 

As shown in Figure 1.5, carbon nanotubes are divided into two configurations; 

single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes 

(MWNTs). SWNTs can be defined as a single graphite layer rolled up into a hollow 
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cylinder [12], while MWNTs consist of multiple rolled layers (concentric tubes) of 

graphite forming unordered columns [3]. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Carbon nanotube configurations with the chiral vector C and unit vectors a and 

b. (adopted from [61] ). 

 

   

(a) Armchair (b) zigzag (c) chiral 

Figure 1.4:  Configuration of (armchair, zigzag and chiral) carbon nanotubes (adopted 

from http://theor.jinr.ru/disorder/carbon.html). 
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Figure 1.5: 3-D illustration of single-walled (left) and multi-walled (right) carbon 

nanotubes (adopted from http://education.mrsec.wisc.edu/nanoquest/carbon/.htm) 

 

1.1.2 The physical properties of carbon nanotubes 

The electronic properties of CNTs are extraordinary. Carbon nanotubes are 

characterized by two bonds: σ and π bonds. These materials possess sp
2
 hybridization 

and four valence orbitals. The orbitals (s, px, py) combine to form the in-plane σ and 

σ* (bonding or occupied and anti-bonding or unoccupied) while, lateral interaction 

with neighboring pz orbitals creates the delocalized π and π* (bonding and anti-

bonding) orbitals. The π bonds are perpendicular to the surface of the nanotubes, and 

are responsible for the weak interaction between SWNTs in a bundle, similar to the 

weak interaction between carbon layers in pure graphite. Moreover, the σ in the 

nanotube form a hexagonal network that strongly connects the carbon atoms in the 

cylindrical wall of the tube. The σ bonds are most significant for the electronic 

properties of carbon nanotubes or graphite. The energy levels associated with the in-

plane σ bonds are far from the Fermi energy in graphite, making them irrelevant to the 

electronic properties. On the other hand, the bonding and anti-bonding π-bands 

crosses the Fermi level at high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone of graphene. 

Therefore, these properties render graphene and some carbon nanotubes metallic or 

quasi-metallic [14]. 
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Depending on the roll orientation of the grapheme sheet (n,m) , SWNTs' band 

gap can vary from 0‒2 eV. The band gaps of semiconductor nanotubes have an 

inverse relationship with diameter; for small tubes, the band gap is approximately 1.8 

eV, while, for the widest, it is approximately 0.18 eV in stable SWNTs [17]. Thus, it 

demonstrates electrical conductivity that exceeds copper, while others demonstrate 

behaviors that are closer to silicon. The dependence of SWNTs electrical conductivity 

on the (n, m) values is shown in Table 1.1.  

Carbon nanotubes possess amazing mechanical properties that are comparable 

to other materials, such as steel, resulting in sp
2
 carbon-carbon bonds. For example, 

their densities can be as low as 1.3 g/cm
3
, which are one-sixth that of stainless steel. 

CNTs Young’s moduli (measure of material stiffness) are larger than steel, with a 

typical value of 1 TPa, which is around 5 times higher than the latter [18]. The highest 

measured tensile strength or breaking strain for a carbon nanotube is 63 GPa, which is 

approximately 50 times higher than steel [18]. In addition, CNTs have good chemical 

and environmental stability, and high thermal conductivity (≈ 3000 W/m.K, comparab

-le to diamond). 

Table 1.1: The dependence of SWNTs electrical conductivity on the (n, m) values.                                                                                                 

Electrical conductivity Types of SWNTs n , m)) 

Metallic when n is the multiple of 3, otherwise, 

semiconducting  
Zigzag n, 0)) 

Metallic Armchair (n , n) 

Metallic when (2n+m)/3 is an integer, 

otherwise, semiconducting 
Chiral (n , m) 

 

1.1.3 Modification methods  

Pristine CNTs are intrinsically hydrophobic, highly toxic, and are incapable of being 

dispersed uniformly in most solvents or biological media. The toxicity of CNTs is 
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mainly attributed to impurities, its length, surface chemistry, dispersion, and tendency to 

aggregate, or any combination of these factors [19]. Surface modification of CNTs is 

performed to introduce new properties to carbon nanotubes for highly specific 

applications. Thus, the functionalization of CNTs must be developed to improve their 

biocompatibility, solubility, dispersion, while lowering of its toxicity.  

There are several functionalization methods [20], such as , (a) defect functionalization at 

the opens tips and sidewalls of CNT, (b) covalent functionalization outside CNT on 

their sidewalls, (c) non-covalent functionalization outside or external walls of CNT with 

surfactant (d) encapsulation of bioactive molecules or drugs inside CNT, and                

(e) endohedral functionalization (See Figure 1.6). 

 

Figure 1.6: Functionalization possibilities for SWNTs: (a) defect-group 

functionalization, (b) covalent sidewall functionalization, (c) non-covalent exohedral 

functionalization with surfactants, (d) non-covalent exohedral functionalization with 

polymers, and (e) endohedral functionalization. (Hirsch 2002). 

http://www.intechopen.com/books/carbon-nanotubes-polymer-nanocomposites/functionalization-of-carbon-nanotubes#B36
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The dissolution of CNTs has been facilitated by covalently attaching functional 

moieties containing aromatic groups onto the external walls of CNT through π-π 

interactions [21]. However, this might alter the inherent properties of the nanotubes. 

Thus, non-covalent adsorption of lipids and detergents, polymers, and other bio-

molecules onto the surface of CNTs are prioritized, thereby preserving the extended π-

networks of the tubes. Therefore, this thesis focuses on non-covalent functionalization 

by the sugar group onto the surface of single-walled carbon nanotubes for increasing 

dispersion and decreasing toxicity.  

1.1.4 Application of carbon nanotubes 

Due to their small dimensions, strength, and also remarkable properties [22], 

carbon nanotubes have been employed in many promising applications. Recently, CNTs 

are applied into many fields, such as a hydrogen storage [23, 24, 25] or filling media  

[26, 27],  nanoscale electronic devices [28],  nanoscale mechanical devices [29], field 

emitters [11, 30, 31], sensor materials and biosensor [32], aerospace, automobiles, 

telecommunications, biological, biomedical [33], vaccines [34], drug delivery [35], gene 

therapy, cancer therapy and textiles and with human cells [20].  

CNTs may penetrate and travel to various parts of the body, causing tissue injury or 

be deposited into undesirable and highly protected human systems. Additionally, they 

could pollute the environment by increasing the concentration of nanoparticles in the 

air. Nanoparticles can also cause allergic reactions or enter the food chain cycle. 

Moreover, these nanomaterials, including carbon nanotubes, upon prolonged exposure, 

can also cause asbestosis types of diseases in humans [36, 37, 38].  
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1.2 Carbohydrate liquid crystals 

Scientists are aware of liquid crystals since the end of the 19
th

 century. In 1888, 

Friedrich Reinitzer [39] was the first to observe the liquid crystal, phase, and Lehman 

[40] identified this phase as a new state of matter. Liquid crystal is an intermediate 

phase, which exists between a solid crystal and an isotropic liquid [41]. They possess 

certain properties of liquids, such as fluidity, and some of solid crystals, such as optical 

birefringence properties, demonstrating unique anisotropic behaviors [42]. Figure 1.7 

shows the phase transition behavior and the molecular order of liquid crystal. Liquid 

crystals are applicable in multiple fields, such as in detergent and the cosmetics 

industries [43, 44], biology for membrane function, vesicles, and the extraction of 

protein and peptides [45], the food industry [46], and emulsion technology as 

stabilizers [47, 48].  

 

 

Figure 1.7: Schematic illustration of phase transition behavior and the molecular order of 

liquid crystal (adopted from [49]). 

 

There are two types of liquid crystals phases; thermotropic liquid crystals and 

lyotropic liquid crystals [50] . A thermotropic liquid crystal is sensitive to temperature 

and pressure changes, while a lyotropic phase relies on concentration (of solvent) as 

well as temperature. Examples of liquid crystal phases are presented in Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8: The examples of liquid crystal phases.  

1.2.1 Thermotropic liquid crystal phases 

Thermotropic liquid crystalline phases can be identified using several techniques, 

such as optical polarizing microscopy, miscibility studies, light scattering, X-ray, 

neutron diffractions, differential scanning calorimetry and spectroscopic techniques 

[51, 52]. Thermotropic liquid crystals can generally be formed by prolate (calamitic) or 

oblate (discotic) molecules. Liquid crystal phases formed by calamitic molecules 

(thermotropic phases) are also sub-divided into nematic, cholesteric (chiral nematic), 

smectic and columnar [41, 42, 53]. (See Figure 1.8 for the complete breakdown of 

these structures). 

In terms of organization (hence ordering), the nematic phase is the simplest liquid 

crystal phase. It is characterized by a high degree of long range orientation order, but no 

translational order, while cholesteric phases shows nematic ordering, but the “preferred 

direction”, also called the director, rotates throughout the sample. Another phase is 

smectic, which possess further degrees of translational ordering (hence the layered 

structure) compared to the nematic phase. The columnar phases form columns, and they 
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are the discotic equivalent of the smectic phase. Figure 1.9 illustrates the common 

molecular organizations in theromtropic liquid crystals. 

1.2.2 Lyotropic liquid crystal phases 

Lyotropic liquid crystal structures can be identified by an optical polarizing 

microscope and X-ray diffraction techniques. The lyotropic liquid crystals are generally 

made up of amphiphilic molecules [54]. These often consist of a polar head group 

attached to one or more non-polar chains, and are often known as surfactants (surface 

active agents). When these are dissolved in an appropriate solvent, they proceed to self-

assemble, so that the polar (hydrophilic) heads avoid the non-polar (hydrophobic) tails. 

The most commonly observed lyotropic phases are micelles, the fluid lamellar, 

hexagonal and cubic phases [55]. (See Figure 1.8 for the organization). This means that 

at low surfactant concentrations, they are roughly spherical. Additionally, as the 

surfactant concentration increases, other phases such as the hexagonal phase are formed, 

where the amphiphiles form cylinders that are packed in a hexagonal array, while the 

amphiphiles in the lamellar phase form a bilayer structure. Figure 1.10 illustrates the 

common molecular organizations in lyotropic liquid crystals. 

 Many surfactants, such as non-ionic surfactants, could self-assembled into 

ordered lyotropic liquid crystal phases at high concentrations. Recently, sugar-based 

surfactants have been the source of much attention due to their non-ionic, less toxic and 

bio-surfactant properties. Glycolipids exhibit  amphiphilic behavior, and is found in 

biological systems [56].  
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Figure 1.9: Common molecular organizations in theromtropic liquid crystals. (a) Nematic, 

(b) Smectic, (c) Columnar, and (d) Chiral nematic (cholesteric).(adopted from www.medicinesc

omplete.com). 

 

 
 

Micellar Hexagonal 

 
 

Lamellar Cubic 

 

Figure 1.10: Common molecular organizations in lyotropic liquid crystals.(adopted from 

www.hydrossolutions.com,and  http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2006/nj/b610045g#

!divAbstract). 

 

https://www.google.com.my/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAYQjB0&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medicinescomplete.com%2Fmc%2Frem%2F2012%2Fc26-fig-26-50.htm&ei=BDNRVKnNOZXt8AX0ioC4Dw&bvm=bv.78597519,d.dGc&psig=AFQjCNHg4rg9GVvOFU3KWu4Fkn5a556pug&ust=1414693945141435
https://www.google.com.my/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAYQjB0&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medicinescomplete.com%2Fmc%2Frem%2F2012%2Fc26-fig-26-50.htm&ei=BDNRVKnNOZXt8AX0ioC4Dw&bvm=bv.78597519,d.dGc&psig=AFQjCNHg4rg9GVvOFU3KWu4Fkn5a556pug&ust=1414693945141435
http://www.hydrossolutions.com,and/
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1.3 Glycolipids (GLs) 

Carbohydrate liquid crystals are a special type of liquid crystals. They are 

commonly known as glycolipids, and have different rules pertaining to their self-

assemblies. Glycolipids are an amphiphilic molecule, which includes hydrophilic 

(head) and hydrophobic (tail) groups. Therefore, their potential applications are quite 

different from the normal thermotropic liquid crystals that are commonly used in 

display devices. Attaching a lipid to a sugar moiety results in a glycolipid molecule, 

whose solubility and physical properties undergo substantial changes. A glycolipid 

molecule possesses a water-loving polar head group, linked to a water-hating 

hydrophobic alkyl tail. Some generic structure of a typical glycolipid is shown in 

Figure 1.11. 

            This dichotomy within the glycolipid molecule is an enabling feature, which 

drives the molecules to form many interesting self-assembly structures, hence resulting 

in liquid crystalline properties, both via thermal and solvent effects. The ability of 

these materials to form a diverse range of self-assembly structures thermotropically, as 

well as lyotropically, paves the way for many potential applications in nano-and 

biotechnology [57]. Compared to many conventional ionic surfactants, glycolipids are 

biodegradable and biocompatible [58], non-toxic, and may be derived from many 

common and cheap natural resources [59]. Glycolipids are commonly found in nature, 

especially in cell's membranes (See Figure 1.12), and are known to be involved in 

cellular functions [60], suggesting that they are particularly attractive as a new type of 

lipid for targeted liposomal drug delivery systems [61, 62]. 

Natural glycolipids can be classified as glycoglycerolipids, glycosphingolipids, 

and glycosyl phosphopolyprenols. They exist in nature, but can be synthesized either 

chemically or enzymatically [63]. Moreover, they can be produced at a relatively low 
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cost from locally available raw materials, such as palm oil and sugar [64]. A great 

deal of attention has been paid to many of bio-surfactants, such as glycolipids in the 

last decade, particularly for their self-aggregation properties and characterization. 

These compounds are stabilized by the hydrogen bonding interaction between the 

sugar moieties [65]. The chirality of the sugar moieties also plays an important role in 

their thermotropic and lyotropic phase behaviors [66] . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11: Generic structure of a typical glycolipid. Y= alkyl chain (lipid) 
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Figure 1.12: Typical cell membrane with glycolipid (adopted from 

http://classroom.sdmesa.edu/eschmid/f3-7_plasma_membrane_st.jpg). 

 

1.3.1 Non-ionic surfactant 

Surfactants are classified by the charge of their polar head group, such as 

cationic, anionic, zwitterionic, and non-ionic [67, 68]. Surfactant classifications 

according to the composition of head groups, is detailed in Figure 1. 13.  

                      

 

Figure 1.13:  Surfactant classification according to the composition of their 

head : (a) non-ionic (b) antionic (c) cationic (d) zweitterionic. 

http://classroom.sdmesa.edu/eschmid/f3-7_plasma_membrane_st.jpg
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Non-ionic surfactants are solubilized in water due to the presence of polar 

groups, but are incapable of disassociating into ions. They are compounds with a 

general formula of R(OCH2CH2)nOH, obtained by condensing an alcohol or a phenol 

with ethylene oxide [69]. The R group is hydrophobic, whereas the hydroxyl group and 

the -O- links in the polyethoxyl moiety are water-seeking. In the present study, our 

non-ionic surfactants possess hydroxyl groups within the head region. The polar head 

group of non-ionic compounds does not carry any overall charge. This thesis employs 

the following sugar-based non-ionic surfactants: 

n-octyl-α/β-D-Glucopyranoside = C8O-α/β-Glc  

n-octyl-α/β-D-Galactopyranoside = C8O-α/β-Gal  

n-octyl-α/β-D-Mannopyranoside = C8O-α/β-Man  

 α/β-D-Mannose = α/β-Man 

1.3.2 Glucose, galactose and mannose base glycolipids: a study of epimeric 

relationship  

In membrane science, the subtle difference between a glucolipid and its C4 

epimer is a galactolipid, which has demonstrated a profound impact on the cell 

functions, galactolipid is pervasively found in plant cells, while its epimer is usually 

found in bacteria [70]. The former is thought to be involved in photosynthesis. One 

widely studied sugar-based surfactant is n-octyl-α/β-D-glucopyranoside (C8O-α/β-Glc) 

[71, 72]. It has been used for a variety of applications, from being a stabilizer, 

reconstituting, purifying, and crystallizing membrane proteins and membrane-

associated protein complexes without denaturation [73, 74], to being used for  

molecular recognition and cell signaling [75]. Both molecules are stereoisomers 

(epimers), differing only in the orientation of the hydroxyl group at the C4 position. 

The OH in C4 position for n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside is equatorial, while it is axial 
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for n-octyl-β-D-galactopyranoside. The conformers of n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside 

and n-octyl-β-D-galactopyronisde are shown in Figure 1.14. 

 

 

Figure1.14: Chemical structure for n-octyl-β-D-glycopyranoside (C8O-β-Glc) and  

n-octyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (C8O-β-Gal). 

In addition to the C2 epimer of glucose, mannose is classified as a simple sugar 

from the aldohexose series of the carbohydrate family [76]. Mannose are generally 

found in a number of fruits (including cranberries) [77], and dextro mannose (D-

mannose) is thought to keep bacteria from remaining on the walls of the urinary tract, 

which is why it is used to prevent and treat urinary tract infections [78]. The only 

difference between mannose and glucose are the fact that its epimers are at the C2 

position, but surprisingly, many of their physical behaviors differ by a wide margin 

[79]. 

Moreover, there are two possible stereoisomers at the C1 position and, two 

possible orientations (axial/equatorial) of the hydroxyl group, resulting in two anomers,  

α-D-mannose and β-D-mannose. Mannose is chiral in the ring form, but achiral in the 

linear form. Physically, α-D-mannose is a sweet-tasting sugar, while β-D-mannose, on 
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the other hand, tastes bitter. A pure solution of α-D-mannose, however, loses its 

sweetness over time. When monosaccharides are dissolved in water, they undergo 

reversible ring-opening reactions, so the ring forms exist in equilibrium with the linear 

forms. The C1 is then free to rotate (mutarotation), allowing for the formation of  β-D-

mannose when it changes back into the ring form. When equilibrium is reached, there 

are more β-isomer than the α-isomer, because in the β-isomer, the hydroxyl on the C1 is 

in a more stable (equatorial) position [80]. 

Like its sugar component, the axial at C2 gives n-octyl-D-mannopyranoside an 

epimer of n-octyl-D- glycopyranoside, while the axial or equatorial position at the OH 

group at C1 defines whether the molecule is α- or β- isomer, respectively. The role of 

polar interaction of monosaccharide head group is important, as it stabilizes self-

assembly. The axial/equatorial orientation of C1-O1 (α/β) is a key factor related to the 

number of hydrogen bonding, which may exist to stabilize self-assembly, and in turn 

influence the melting (Tm) and clearing points (Tc) of n-octyl-α/β-D-mannopyranoside 

surfactants. The conformers of α/β-D-mannose are shown in Figure 1.15, while n-octyl-

α/β-D-mannopyranoside is shown in Figure 1.16. The physical and chemical properties 

of these monosaccharides depend upon the molecular shape and the extent of hydrogen 

bonding interactions. 

1.4 Hydrogen bonding 

Given the central role played by the hydrogen bond in the chemistry and 

biochemistry of glycolipids it is useful at this point to discuss what a hydrogen bond is, 

how it arises, and why it is significant. In order to discuss the nature of the hydrogen 

bonding present in molecular crystals, it is necessary that is common structural features 

are characterized. A general hydrogen bond comprises of a donor group X-H and an 

acceptor A, and is referred to as X-H…A. Perhaps a more useful refinement is given by 
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Steiner and Saenger [81], where a hydrogen bond is defined as: “any cohesive 

interaction X-H…A where H carries a positive and A a negative (partial or full charge) 

and the charge on X is more negative than on H”. This definition, although focusing 

only upon the electrostatic aspects of the hydrogen bond, and hence restrictive with 

respect to weak hydrogen bonds, is sufficient for the types of hydrogen bonds that will 

be encountered in this work. 

  

 

Figure 1.15: Chemical Structure for α-D-mannose (α-Man) and β-mannose (β-Man). 

  

 

Figure 1.16: Chemical Structure for n-octyl-α-D-mannopyranoside (C8O-α-Man) and  n-octyl-β-

D-mannopyranoside (C8O-β-Man ). 

 A hydrogen bond is defined as an interaction between two electronegative 

atoms: donor and acceptor, via an intermediate atom that is covalently connected to the 

donor [82]. It has been categorized as a middle range interaction, falling between the 

weak van der Waals interaction and the strong covalent or ionic interactions.  

In many chemical and biochemical systems, one of the most important 

interactions is hydrogen bond, which is responsible for the formation and function of 
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cell membranes [83, 84]. Glycolipids systems have the ability to participate in hydrogen 

bonds both as donors and acceptors, unlike phosphatidycholines, which can only fulfill 

the role of an acceptor [85]. The thermal stability and different phase behavior of these 

compounds are believed to be related to intermolecular interactions within the assembly, 

due to the presence of strong hydrogen bonds in the head group region [86]. For 

example; the clearing point of alkyl glycosides increases with a large number of 

hydrogen bonds between the carbohydrates moieties. 

Therefore, understanding its interactions among the constituent molecules is of 

special interest. In principle, molecular interactions are a major contributor in the course 

of determining the formation of mesophases. Most notably, the hydrophobic region is 

mainly governed by non-bonded van der Waals force, whereas within the hydrophilic 

region, the long- range electrostatic interaction from the hydroxyl group plays a vital 

role. Additionally, distance- and direction-orientated hydrogen bonding interaction 

within the hydrophilic domain determines the thermodynamic stability of the self-

assembled structure [87, 88]. The directionally oriented hydrogen bond primarily affects 

the physico-chemical properties of sugars, such as melting and clearing temperatures. In 

this thesis, we use the definition suggested by Bader, since the atom in molecule (AIM) 

theory [89] was applied to understand, in greater detail, the nature of HBs. Excellent 

reviews have been published  [90, 91] regarding the applications of AIM for such 

calculations. Within AIM, the analysis of the bond critical points (BCP) on the 

electronic density distribution has been proven useful to the study of different chemical 

features, such as the structure, nature, and geometry of hydrogen-bonded systems [92, 

93, 94]. 
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This part will focus on the theoretical background of computational chemistry 

methods, such as ab initio, semi or empirical methods, and density functional theory, 

the Hartree-Fock, and the Thomas-Fermi theory to solve the many-electron problems. 

Also, some of the practicalities that ate necessary to consider in performing these 

calculations, such as basis sets, will help solve chemical problems as well. We will also 

describe atoms in molecules (AIM) and natural bond orbital (NBO) methods that are 

used to investigate hydrogen bond compounds. 

1.5 Computational chemistry methods 

Computational chemistry methods range from highly accurate techniques, for 

example configuration interaction (CI), to very approximate techniques, such as molec-

ular dynamics (MD). While the highly accurate methods are typically feasible only for 

small systems, large molecules can be studied by semi-empirical approximate methods. 

For larger molecules such as proteins, they are assumed to adhere to classical 

mechanics methods that employ what are called molecular mechanics. These days, in 

QM/MM methods, small portions of large complexes are treated quantum mechanically 

(QM), and the remainder is treated approximately by molecular mechanics (MM). All 

constants appearing in the equations of molecular mechanics (MM) must be obtained 

beforehand from experimental data or ab initio calculations. Molecular dynamics (MD) 

utilize quantum mechanics, Newton's laws of motion or a mixed model to examine the 

time-dependent behavior of systems, including vibrations or Brownian motion and 

reactions. MD combined with density functional theory, leads to hybrid models. For that 

reason, these computational methods are widely used to design new drugs and 

materials. Table 1.2 illustrates the wide range of computational methods with different 

strengths and its relative computational costs. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newton%27s_laws_of_motion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density_functional_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_dynamics#Hybrid_QM.2FMM
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Table 1.2: Various computational methods with different strengths and relative 

computational costs. 

Quantum mechanics (QC) 

Molecular mechanics (MM) 

ab initio Semi-empirical 

100 atoms 1000 atoms 100,000 atoms 

Schrödinger's equation solve 
Use empirically derived potential 

function 
Exact  Approximate 

computationally demanding    Empirical parameters needed 

 

1.5.1 The many-body problem in quantum mechanics 

The behavior of electrons may be predicted by a quantum mechanical model 

[95]. In 1926, physicist Erwin Schrödinger proposed an equation [96], that 

fundamentally solve the wave functions of fundamental particles, such as electrons, 

protons, and atoms, called the Schrödinger's equation.  

There are two types of Schrödinger's equations; time-independent and time-

dependent. The non-relativistic time-independent Schrödinger's equation is used when 

dealing with stationary states, as they do not change over time, while in the time-

dependent Schrödinger's equation; the wave function is a function of position and time. 

In chemistry, we mostly deal with stationary states. Generally, time-independent 

Schrödinger's equation can be written as: 

  EH ˆ  (1.1) 

where Ĥ  is the Hamiltonian operator,   is the wavefunction and E  is the total energy 

of the system.   is a function of the positions of all the fundamental particles (electrons 

and nuclei) in the system, and Ĥ  is the operator associated with the observable energy. 
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E  is the total energy of the system, which is independent of time and it's a scalar 

(number). Therefore, the Hamiltonian Ĥ  in classical mechanics is defined as: 

VTH ˆˆˆ   (1.2) 

 

The Hamiltonian operator consists of the kinetic energy and the potential energy. The 

energy is derived from the eigenvalues for the corresponding wave, also known as the 

eigenfunctions. The kinetic and potential energies are transformed into the Hamiltonian, 

which acts upon the wavefunction to generate the evolution of the wavefunction in time 

and space. The Schrodinger's equation provides the quantized energies of the system 

and the form of the wavefunction so that other properties may be calculated. For a 

single electron system such as a hydrogen atom, the kinetic and the potential energy 

operators can be written as: 

2

28
ˆ 




m

h
T


 (1.3) 

and 

r

Ze
V

2

ˆ 
  (1.4) 

 

where, m  is the mass electron, r  is the distance between the electron and the nucleus, 

Z  is the atomic number, e  is the unit of electron charge, and (
2

2

2

2

2

2
2

zyx 












 ) 

is the Laplacian operator in the Cartesian coordinate system. To solve the Schrödinger's 

equation for a system with more than one atom (many-body atoms) in atomic units 

(energy in Hartee and length in Bohr), Ĥ  can be expanded as [97]: 
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In the aforementioned equation, AM  is the ratio of the mass of nucleus A to the mass of 

an electron, AZ  is the atomic number of A, the distance between i -th and j -th 

electron is 
jiij rrr  , the distance between A-th and B-th nucleus is 

BAAB RRR 

.The 2

i  and 
2

A  are the Laplacian operators. The first two terms in Equation 1.5 

represent the kinetic energy of electrons and nuclei, respectively. The third term is the 

Coulomb’s attraction between electrons and nuclei, and the fourth and fifth terms are 

the repulsions between electrons and between nuclei, respectively.  

1.5.2 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

There are different approximations that help solve some coupling terms that 

appear in this Hamiltonian. One of the most reliable approximation that is vital to 

electronic structure calculations is Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation [97]. By 

applying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, (the electrons are moving in a field 

produced by the fixed nuclei), the second term in Equation 1.5 was neglected, and the 

final term, which represents the repulsion between nuclei, could be treated as a constant 

for a fixed configuration of nuclei. Therefore, with the BO approximation, full many-

body Hamiltonian becomes simpler to that of an electronic Hamiltonian: 
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The solution to a Schrödinger's equation involving the electronic Hamiltonian,  

elecelecelecelec EH  ˆ  (1.7) 

is the electronic wavefunction,  

),( Ai

elecelec Rr   (1.8) 

 

which describes the motion of the electrons and explicitly depends on the electronic 

coordinates ( ir ), but parametrically on the nuclear coordinates ( AR ). Furthermore, to 

completely specify an electron, it is necessary to assign the corresponding spin ( ), so 

together with the spatial coordinates, we denote these four coordinates collectively by x, 

},{ rx   (1.9) 

and the wave function for an N-electron system is written as ),...,,( 21 Nxxx . The total 

energy of fixed nuclei will also include the constant nuclear repulsion term, leading to, 

 
 


nuclei

A

nuclei

AB AB

BAelec

R

ZZ
EH

1

ˆ  (1.10) 

 

Several different ways have been introduced to approximately solve 

Schrödinger's equation (Equation 1.10), such as the Hartree-Fock method, MØller-

Plesset perturbation theory, and coupled cluster methods. These methods rely on the 

many body wave functions as a central quantity. Another more commonly used 

technique is the density functional theory (DFT), where the energy of a molecule can be 

determined from the electron density instead of a wave function. The advantage of using 

the electron density is that the integrals for Coulomb repulsion only solve the electron 

density, which is a three-dimensional function, thus scaling as 3N . This means that 
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using electron density over the wave functions results in much reduced dimensionality. 

Regardless of how many electrons one has in the system, the density is always 3 

dimensional. 

1.6 Quantum mechanics (QM) 

The theoretical prediction of molecular structures and properties can be very 

valuable to (a) obtain an idea about stable molecular structures, (b) explore whether 

reactions are exothermic or endothermic, and (c) predict molecular properties such as 

spectroscopic transitions or thermodynamic constants. We shall briefly illustrate some 

of the first principle theoretical methods including; ab initio and semi-empirical or 

empirical quantum chemistry. The following sections will review ab initio, density 

functional theory, and semi or empirical methods, Thomas-Fermi, Hartree-Fock theory, 

followed by a more detailed discussion on DFT. 

1.6.1 Ab initio, and semi empirical methods 

ab initio or the first principal method, is based entirely on quantum 

mechanics and basic physical constants such as Planck's constant over 2π/ħ, mass and 

charge of electron: me, e, etc. It eschew experimental parameters in the computations 

[98]. The method is particularly useful for predicting the properties of unique materials 

and the trends for a wide range of materials that cannot be accomplished with empirical 

or semi empirical methods. The use of empirical parameters in semi empirical 

calculations was to decrease the number of electron-electron repulsion integrals that 

needs to be computed. Comparing the ab initio with the semi empirical or empirical 

method, it is noted that the level of sophistication for the former is higher, but applies to 

smaller systems, and fast processes only due to the fact that computationally, it is more 

expensive. In addition, almost all ab-initio methods rely on specific approximations, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_constant
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such as the Born-Oppenheimer and Schrödinger's equations. The nuclear and electronic 

motions are decoupled and treated separately by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. 

The Schrödinger's equation cannot be solved exactly, with the notable exception of very 

simple systems such as hydrogen atom. Semi empirical methods do not use exact 

solutions of the Schrödinger's equation, but include empirical parameters instead [99]. 

The density functional theory method is often considered to be an ab initio 

method for determining the molecular electronic structure, despite the fact that many of 

the most common functions use parameters derived from empirical data, or from more 

complex calculations. In DFT, the total energy is expressed in terms of the total one-

electron density rather than the wave function. In this thesis we will focus on the density 

of functional theory of ab initio quantum chemistry method to calculate electronic 

energy of some glycolipids and the interaction energy between carbon nanotubes and 

glycolipids.  

1.6.2 Hartree-Fock (HF) theory 

The simplest form of ab initio electronic structure calculation is the Hartree-

Fock (HF) model to solve the time-independent Scherodinger's equation for a multi-

electron atom or molecule, (See Equation 1.7). It relies on the Born-Oppenheimer (BO), 

the independent electron, and the linear combination of atomic orbitals approximation. 

The Hartree-Fock theory has a prominent status, as it often paves the way towards more 

accurate calculations in modern quantum chemistry. The HF equations can be solved 

numerically (exact Hartree-Fock), or they can be solved in the space spanned by set of 

basis functions (Hartree-Fock-Roothan equation). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ab_initio_quantum_chemistry_methods
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ab_initio_quantum_chemistry_methods
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_(mathematics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hartree%E2%80%93Fock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hartree%E2%80%93Fock
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1.6.3 Thomas-Fermi (TF) theory 

One of the tractable scheme for solving the many-electron problems is by 

introducing the electron density )(r  as the central variable and the total energy of the 

system as a functional of the density, as proposed by Thomas and Fermi (TF)  [100, 

101]. The electron density )(r determines the probability of finding any of the N 

electrons within the volume ( r ) with an arbitrary spin, while the other N-1 electrons 

have an arbitrary positions and spins in the state represented by ( ). The electron 

density is defined as: 

NN xxdxxxxNr ...),...,,(...)( 21

2

21   (1.11) 

 

This is a nonnegative simple function of three variables; x, y, and z, integrated to the 

total number of electrons, 

Ndrr  )(  (1.12) 

The kinetic energy of electrons in the TF theory are derived from the quantum statistical 

theory based on the uniform electron gas, but the interaction between electron-nucleus 

and electron-electron are treated in the classical manner.  

The kinetic energy of the electrons within this model, is defined as;  

drrCT F )(][ 3

5

   (1.13) 

with  

871.2)3(
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3
3

2

2  FC  (1.14) 
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From the equation, the approximation results in the kinetic energy of the electron 

depend exclusively on the electron density. By adding the interaction between electron-

nucleus and electron-electron into Equation (1.14), the total energy of the Thomas-

Fermi of electron density is composed of three terms,  

21

21

213

5
)()(

2

1)(
)(][ drdr

rr

rr
dr

r

r
ZdrrCE F  




  (1.15) 

 

 The first term is the kinetic energy, while the second and third terms represent the 

electron-nucleus and electron-electron interactions of the system, respectively. 

The Thomas-Fermi scheme is exactly at the limit where the nuclear charge is infinite. 

However, there are severe deficiencies in the model. The charge density is infinite at the 

nucleus, and it does not decay exponentially far from the nucleus of an atom, but as a 

function of 6r . Furthermore, the TF theory does not predict atoms binding to form 

molecules or solids [102]. The main source of error for this model comes from the 

approximation of the kinetic energy. Another problem is the over-simplified description 

of the electron-electron interactions, which are treated classically, and hence do not take 

into account of quantum phenomena such as the exchange interaction [103]. The 

importance of this simple Thomas-Fermi model is not how well it performs in 

computing the ground state energy and density, but as a description the energy that can 

be determined purely using electron density. 

1.6.4 Density functional theory and methods 

Density functional theory (DFT) is used to study the physical properties and 

reaction energies of compounds containing up to 100 or more heavy atoms with the 

perturbation theory [104]. This theory involves electronic ground state based on the 

electronic density distribution. This method considers the many-electron problems as a 
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single electron problem, by using the exchange-correlation potential, which gathers all 

the many-body quantum phenomena such as the electron correlation and Pauli’s 

exclusion principle. The exchange-correlation potential is a function of the charge 

density )(r . A range of excellent review articles [105, 106], and textbooks [107, 108] 

provide a fairly detailed overview of DFT, as well as descriptions of exchange-

correlations function and approaches to solving numerical issues. 

Density functional theory-based methods are derived from quantum mechanics 

research from the 1920’s using the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model, and Hartree-Fock-

Slater’s methods work in quantum chemistry in the 1950’s. DFT method is regarded as 

being more accurate than Hartree-Fock (HF) method, with a slight increase in 

computational times [98]. Although these theories are approximate, modern density 

functional theory is, in principle, exact for the ground state. In addition, these approach 

had several failings, such as the instability in binding atoms to form molecules [102].  

The most important modern density functional method were developed by Kohn and 

Sham [109], who had a great deal of success in detailing the quantum mechanical 

ground state of electronics in systems of interest in quantum chemistry and solid-state 

physics.  

Walter Kohn was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1998. The Kohn-

Sham equations are similar in form to the time-independent Schrödinger's equation. The 

next section will detail the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. 

1.6.4.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorem 

Modern density functional theory originated in 1964, described in a paper 

authored by Hohenberg and Kohn [110]. It is based on two theorems related to the 

systems consisting of moving the influence of an external potential. The two key results 

of this paper are:  
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Theorem 1: The external potential and hence the total energy, is a unique functional of 

the electron density.  

Theorem 2: The ground state energy can be found variationally; the density that 

minimizes the total energy is the exact ground state density.  

The first part was proven simply via many elegant methods using the principle 

of reduction absurdum, derived for a non-degenerate system [111]. Let's assume that 

there is a collection of electrons enclosed into a box influenced by an external potential

)(r . Assuming we know the electron density of this system, it will allow us to 

determine )(r , and all other properties. If there is another external potential )(r   that 

differs from )(r  by more than a constant that can also provide the same electron 

density )(r  for the ground state, we will than have two different Hamiltonians; Ĥ  and 

H ˆ ; whose the ground state electron densities are similar with different normalized 

wave functions   and   . This will result in: 

drrrrE

HHHHE

)]()([)(

ˆˆˆˆ

0

0










 (1.16) 

 

where 0E  and 0E   are the ground-state energies for Ĥ  and H ˆ , respectively. Similarly, 

we can get: 

,)]()([)(

ˆˆˆˆ
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0

drrrrE
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 (1.17) 

Adding Equations (1.16) and (1.17), we obtain: 

 0000 EEEE   (1.18) 
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This represents a clear contradiction. So, there are no two different external 

potentials that can provide the same )(r . Thus, )(r  uniquely determines )(r  and all 

ground-state properties. Now, we can write the energy E explicitly as a function of )(r : 

 [ ]   [ ]     [ ]     [ ] 

   [ ]  ∫           

 ∫              [ ] 

(1.19) 

where  [ ] represents kinetic energy,    [ ] represents electron-nucleus attractions. 

Also,      represents the electric potential field of the nuclei as experienced by the 

electrons. 

    [ ]   [ ]     [ ] (1.20) 

Here, note that ][HKF  is only dependent on   and independent from any external 

potential )(r . Thus, ][HKF  is a universal function of  . 

The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem describes that the ground state energy can 

be obtained variationally, with the density that minimizes the total energy being the 

exact ground state density. This is expressed as: 

][][ 00  EE   (1.21) 

where ][E  is the energy functional of Equation (1.19) . Following the first part of the 

theorem, let's assume that the ground state wave function is   and its related electron 

density is  . Thus, the   uniquely defines the external potential )(r . If there is 

another wave function    with an arbitrary variation from  , and its electron density is

  , then we can obtain:   
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][][][][)(ˆ  EEFrrH HK    (1. 22) 

So, the energy will be minimized only when the electron density is the ground state 

electron density. 

1.6.4.2 The Kohn-Sham (KS) formulation 

From the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, we can obtain the ground-state energy by 

minimizing the energy function, 

)]([)(])(][ rFdrrrE HK     (1.23) 

 

Although the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem proved that on principle, the total 

energy could be obtained from the ground state density, it was not yet known how to get 

the )(r , or )]([ rFHK  .  

In 1965, Kohn and Sham [109] published a paper that transformed density 

functional theory into practical electronic structure theory. Kohn and Sham recognized 

that the failure of Thomas-Fermi theory mainly results from the bad description of 

kinetic energy. To address this problem, they decided to re-introduce the idea of one 

electron orbitals and approximate the kinetic energy of the system using the kinetic 

energy of non-interacting electrons. This lead to the central equation in Kohn-Sham 

DFT, which is the one-electron Schrödinger-like equation expressed as: 

iixc rrd
rr

r
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Here,    are the Kohn-Sham orbitals and the electron density is expressed by, 

 [ ]  ∑|     |
 

 

 

 (1.25) 
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The terms on the left side of Equation (1.24) are the kinetic energy of the non-

interacting reference system, the external potential, the Hartree potential, and exchange-

correlation potential, respectively. ε is the energy of the Kohn-Sham orbital. In addition, 

the exchange-correlation potential is given by, 

)(

)]([

r

rE xc

xc



   (1.26) 

and )]([ rExc   is the exchange-correlation functional. Moreover, we can define an 

effective potential )( eff  which is, 

)(
)(

)( rrd
rr

r
r xceff 


 




   (1.27) 

This allows Equation (1.24) to be rewritten in a more compact form of, 

 iieff   )
2

1
( 2

 (1.28) 

Clearly, this is a Hartree-Fock like single particle equation, which needs to be 

solved iteratively. Finally, the total energy can be determined from the resulting density 

through: 
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  (1.29) 

Equations (1.25), (1.26), and (1.28) are the celebrated Kohn-Sham equations. 

Note that, )( eff depends on )(r  through Equation (1.27). So, the Kohn-Sham equation 

must be solved self-consistently. The general procedure is to begin with an initial guess 

of the electron density, construct )( eff  from Equation (1.27), and then obtain the Kohn-

Sham orbitals. Based on these orbitals, a new density is obtained from Equation (1.25), 
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and the process is repeated until convergence is achieved. Finally, the total energy will 

be calculated from Equation (1.29) with the final electron density. If each term in the 

Kohn-Sham energy functional was known, we would be able to obtain the exact ground 

state density and total energy. 

Unfortunately, there is one unknown term; the exchange-correlation (xc) 

functional ( xcE ). xcE  includes the non-classical aspects of the electron-electron 

interaction, along with the component of the kinetic energy of the real system different 

from the fictitious non-interacting system. Since xcE  is not exactly known, it needs to be 

estimated. 

1.7 Basis sets 

A basis set is a set of wave functions that are made up of atomic orbitals (AOs). 

The linear combination of atomic orbital to form a molecular orbital is generally used in 

quantum chemical calculation for solving theoretical and computational chemistry 

problems. It will be helpful to take some issues [112] into account when considering a 

basis function: (a) the basis function should allow for the wave function/density to be 

accurately described with a computational cost as low as possible, (b) the basis function 

should have a behavior, which capture some of the physics of the problem. This means 

that in bond atomic or molecular systems, the function should go to zero when the 

distance between the nucleus and the electron becomes large. 

There are two types of basis function that are generally used in electronic structure 

calculations. Early in quantum chemistry (QC), Slater-type orbital (STO) was used as a 

basis function due to their similarity to the solutions of the hydrogen atom. The STO 

possess this configuration in spherical coordinates: 
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 ),(),,,,,,( ),(

)()1(  
mi

rn

i YeNrrmln   (1.30) 

where N  is the normalization constant,   is called the exponent, and Y  is the 

spherical harmonic function. n , l , and m  are the quantum numbers: principal, angular 

momentum, magnetic, respectively. In QC calculations, Slater orbitals are restricted to 

atomic and diatomic systems, because the calculation involving three and four center 

two electron integrals is extremely slow and has no analytical form. It is used when high 

accuracy is required [113]. 

In contrast, numerous quantum chemistry codes employ Gaussian-type orbital 

(GTO), which gives less accurate results, but it utilizes a simple calculation process, 

making it faster and more favorable. Thus, GTO has become the most popular basis 

functions in QC [113]. The Gaussian function type orbital has the following form in 

Cartesian coordinates: 

 (                )         
          (1.31) 

where the sum of xl  
yl and zl  determine the types of orbital. Therefore, their sum 

)( zyx lllL   is analogous to the angular momentum for atoms, and to mark 

functions as the s-type (L = 0), p-type (L = 1), d-type (L = 2), and f-type (L = 3), etc. 

The most important factor for using Gaussian functions (STO or GTO) and 

determining location (nuclei) of basis set is to decide what set/number of functions that 

are to be used. The minimum basis set that must be used corresponds to the number of 

possible functions, such as the number of atomic orbitals in the system. For example, 

the minimum basis set for hydrogen is only a single-type function, while they differ for 

the first or second row elements in the periodic table. Some common basis set, generally 

called Pople style basis set are mentioned by Jensen, including; STO-nG basis set, 3-
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21G, 6-31G and 6-311G. In Pople style basis sets, polarization or diffuse functions can 

be added for further improvements. The purpose of adding diffuse functions (normally 

s- and p- function is denoted by + or ++) before G is to improve the description at large 

distances from the nuclei. In addition, an asterisk (*) is added after G to represent the 

polarization function for heavy and hydrogen atoms. The largest standard Pople style 

basis set is 6-311++G, which is derived for hydrogen and first row elements. The 6-

31G* basis is identical to 6-31G (d), while  6-31G** basis is identical to 6-31G (d, p) 

[113]. 

1.8 Atoms in molecules (AIM) 

The quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) uses physics to define an 

atom and its contribution to observable properties in a given system. QTAIM was 

developed by Professor Richard Bader at McMaster University in the early 1960s. 

Atoms in molecules (AIM) is a powerful and novel theory for understanding 

chemistry, acting as a bridge between fundamental chemical concepts such as, the atom, 

the bond, the molecular structure, and quantum mechanics. It is widely used in both 

theoretical and crystallographic research, including interpreting experimental charge 

densities. The theory is also applied to hydrogen-hydrogen bonds as they occur in 

molecules [114]. 

1.9 Natural bond orbital (NBO) 

In 1952, the concept of natural orbitals was first introduced by Per-Olov 

Löwdin, to describe the unique set of orthonormal 1-electron functions that are intrinsic 

to the N-electron wavefunctions [115] .The natural bond orbitals analysis is a powerful 

tool in population analysis calculations, which is more robust than the traditional 

Mulliken approach. Furthermore, it is almost insensitive to the change of basis set, 
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while Mulliken's Population analysis (MPA) is highly sensitive to any basis set change. 

Another advantage of the NBO analysis is that it provides a localized description of 

electron density over a molecule, rendering it intuitive for chemists. 

A complete description of the distribution of electrons in molecules is provided 

by the electron density function, but it could be difficult to operate. It can be simplified 

by somehow dividing the charge cloud among the atoms, generating a partial charge 

assigned to each atom.  

The Milliken population analysis (MPA) is one way to achieve this, which 

divides the so-called overlap population equally among the basis functions. A better 

procedure to generate partial charges is based on the eigenvalue equation of the first 

order reduced density operator, which is called the natural bond orbital analysis [116, 

117]. 

iki P   (1.32) 

where the kP  eigenvalues represent the population of the i  eigenorbitals. In fact, the 

density operator ( ) is the one-electron projection of the N-electron density distribution 

defined by the probability  2  (  is a Hermitian operator, a one dimensional 

projector), hence it is very suitable for characterizing the one-electron properties of the 

wavefunctions. The natural bond orbital analysis includes a series of transformations 

that generate localized (NAO), hybrid (NHO), bonding (NBO) or natural localized 

molecular orbitals (NLMO) from the initial functions of the selected basis set. 

χµ → NAO → NHO → NBO, NLMO 

Moreover, the basis functions can be transformed to delocalized natural orbitals 

(NO) or to the canonical molecular orbitals (MO). Orbitals obtained in each step form 
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an orthonormal set, i.e. they span the same dimensionality as the original basis set, 

which means that they can be used to generate the wavefunction to calculate the 

properties of the whole system alike. The natural atomic orbitals (NAO) are one-

centered localized orbitals that represent the "effective" natural orbitals of atom A in the 

molecules. The shape of NAOs is optimized for their effective atomic charge in the 

molecular environment, therefore, if an atom A has a more cationic character, then the 

NAOs are more contracted; and if it is more anionic, the NAOs are more extended. In 

addition, NAOs incorporate the proper nodal features due to steric (Pauli) confinement 

in the molecular environment. 

Neglecting the mutual orthogonality between two atoms, the pre-orthogonal 

NAOs (PNAOs) can be obtained, which overlaps with the PNAOs of other atoms. This 

feature enables us to estimate the strength of different interactions by calculating the 

stabilization energy coming from the overlap. The natural bond orbitals (NBOs) are 

multiple-centered localized orbitals that provide a Lewis-type description of the 

chemical bond. The NBOs are composed of natural hybrid orbitals: 

)(, A

k

k

kABBAAAB ahhaha   (1.33) 

where 122  BA aa . Depending on the values of these coefficients the character of the 

NBO can range between covalent (
22

BA aa   ) or ionic (
22

BA aa   ) shapes. The pre-

orthogonal hybrid orbitals (PNHOs) can be derived from PNAOs using similar 

coefficients.  

They also form a complete basis set, which spans the dimensionality of the 

original basis set. NBO analysis can also provide a description standing close to the 

valence bond theory namely; it calculates the composition of the aforementioned hybrid 
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orbitals by using the conventional 
sp  notation, where λ expresses the p-character 

(percentage of-p) or s-character (percentage of-s) of the hybrid; characterized in this 

manner to correspond to the NBOs. Not surprisingly, the core NBOs exhibited an 

almost total NAO character, whereas the non-bonding NBOs (a lone pair of electrons 

localized on one center) are identical to normalized NHOs ( BA hh  ). All NBOs are 

made up of valence NHOs that must be orthogonal to the anti-bonding NBOs, which are 

defined as follows: 

BAABAB haha *
 (1.34) 

The sAB *
 is typically the most important non-Lewis type acceptor orbitals, playing 

an important role in supermolecular donor-acceptor interactions, such as hydrogen 

bonds. Knowledge of these properties is essential to understand the number of non-

covalent and delocalization-related phenomena, which are beyond the concepts of 

Lewis-structures. Neglecting Rydberg-type NBOs, the NBO set can also be reduced to 

the size of the NMB in accordance with the chemical perspective. From NBOs, one can 

create the pre-orthogonal orbitals (as PNAOs are created from NAOs), which are the 

PNBOs that are able to overlap with each other. These overlaps can explain donor- 

acceptor interactions, such as the formation of Hydrogen bonds, which is usually 

regarded as an overlap between an anti-bonding orbital of an X-N bond (acceptor) and a 

lone pair of electrons of an atom with high electronegativity, such as F, O or N atoms. 

1.10 Software 

Today, computational chemistry method calculations using software such as 

Gaussian are popular in chemistry and biochemistry. It is a powerful tool that predicts 

the types of interaction and helps determine the electronic properties.   
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In the current investigation, we have used Gaussian 09 in Windows and Linux 

OS. Molecular orbitals and imaginary frequencies have been viewed using Gauss view 

5.0.  AIM 2000 is software that displays paths, followed by the electron density between 

atoms within a molecule. In addition, it allows the study of the bonding properties of the 

system to be studied, with changes in bonding being observed to check whether the 

bonds are covalent, ionic, etc. NBO3.1 is software that can be used to investigate intra-

molecular interactions in a molecule. This utility program within Gaussian is used to 

evaluate the energies of orbitals, stability and other important properties, and to study 

the changes in bonding and electron density during the reaction.       

1.11 Objective and outline of the chapters in this thesis 

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter includes a general 

introduction on carbon nanotubes and glycolipids, hydrogen bonding and a brief 

overview of the principles of quantum mechanics. The second chapter describes 

literature review on carbon nanotubes and the formation hydrogen bonds in multiple 

biological systems. The methodology and technical parts of computational research, 

namely; the density functional theory (DFT) calculation and atoms in molecules (AIM) 

analysis and natural bond orbital analysis will be provided in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 

5 details the investigation of the rule of hydrogen bonds in sugar-based surfactants, such 

as galactopyranoside, glucopyranoside, mannose, and mannopyranoside using the 

density functional theory, atoms in molecules approach, and natural bond orbital 

analyses. The interaction and mechanism between glucopyranoside and carbon 

nanotubes based on density functional theory are presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the 

overall conclusion of the work and some future possible research plans are discussed in 

Chapter 7. 
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For the past decades, the unique nature of nanomaterials and its corresponding 

excellent mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties are responsible for the 

exponential progress of fields such as nanoelectronics, molecular assemblies, 

nanocomposites, tissue engineering and biomedicine.  

2.1 The rule of surfactants in dispersion of carbon nanotubes 

The discovery of carbon nanotubes offers exciting opportunities for the 

development of novel functional materials such as drug delivery systems. In these cases 

a variety of surfactants have been used as dispersing agents to SWNTs, for examples 

those possessing the aryl-thiols and alkylthiol with various end groups (e.g. 4-

methylbenzene, 4-nitrobenzene, 4- aminebenzene,4-bromobenzene, 4-hyroxybenzene,4-

fluorobenzene, 4-methoxybenzene, H-benzene, 4 nitrilebenzene) and (e.g. OH, peril 

uoro, SH,CH=CH2,CH3, NH2) respectively [118]. Generally, ionic surfactants are 

preferable as emulsifiers for carbon nanotubes/water soluble solutions. On the other 

hand, non-ionic surfactants are proposed when organic solvents have to be used. 

To decrease agglomerations of nanotubes, several techniques, namely ultra-

sonication and  high shear mixing, have been used to alter the surface chemistry of the 

tubes either covalently (functionalization), or non-covalently (adsorption) [119]. 

Common functionalized CNTs, such as MWNT-COOH, are obtained via oxidation 

using different acids, ozone or plasma, which creates other oxygen functional groups 

(e.g., -OH, -C=O). COOH groups on carbon nanotube surfaces are useful sites for 

further modification. Various molecules, such as synthetic and natural polymers can be 

grafted through the creation of amide and ester bonds [120]. 

 Figure 1 illustrates many routes to chemically modify (covalently functionalization) the 

surface of CNTs. In this section, we review the recent progress and advances of carbon 
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nanotubes dispersions in aqueous and organic media by covalent and non-covalent 

adsorption of surfactants and polymers. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: schematic examples of surface functionalization of CNTs. (illustration adapted 

from [121]).  

2.2 Dispersions of carbon nanotubes in water soluble 

Carbon nanotubes can be dispersed in water when they are coated by adsorbed 

surfactants that have relatively high HLB (hydrophic-lyphophic balance). This non-

covalent method is classically employed for dispersing both organic and inorganic 

particles in aqueous solutions.  

The concentration and the nature of the surfactant and type of interaction are 

known to play a crucial role in the phase behavior of classical colloids  [122], as well as 

carbon nanotubes [123, 124, 125]. 
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The interaction (adsorption) mechanism with ionic surfactants, and the colloidal 

stability of CNT suspensions can be understood from the knowledge of the surface 

charge of carbon nanotubes in different media. Multi walled-carbon nanotubes were 

found to be negatively charged in water from the zeta-potential analysis of the tube 

[126]. However, some groups have shown insufficient debundling power of the anionic 

surfactant SDS being due to charge repulsions. 

The effect of head-group charge was investigated for various systems [127, 

128], revealing no clear conclusion on the superiority of either cationic or anionic 

surfactants in dispersing the tubes. Adsorption mechanism of ionic surfactants, which is 

promoted by electrostatic interactions with the CNTs surface, is heavily controlled by 

the purification process and wall-functionalization of the tube, which in turn determine 

its surface charge. Ionic surfactants such as SDS [123, 129, 130] and dodecyl-benzene 

sodium sulfonate (NaDDBS) [131, 132, 133] were commonly used to decrease CNT 

aggregative tendency in water. The benzene ring along the surfactant was assumed to be 

one of the main reasons for high dispersive efficiency of NaDDBS [131] and even 

better efficiency of anionic alkyldiphenyl-oxide disulfonate such as Dowfax surfactant. 

Dowfax surfactant have twice the charge of NaDDBS and a di-benzene group [134]. π-

stacking interactions of the benzene rings onto the carbon nanotube surface are believed 

to increase the adsorption ratio of surfactants [131] as well as of other highly aromatic 

molecules [135] and rigid conjugated polymers [136]. 

In addition, it was shown that not only aromatic groups but also naphthenic 

(saturated rings) group provides good surfactant-tube affinity. Therefore, Ultraviolet-

visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy analysis confirm that aerosol OS surfactant (sodium 

diisopropylnaphthalene sulfonate) showed higher fractions of individual tubes 

compared to the results obtained with NaDDBS and Dowfax surfactants [134].  
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In non-ionic surfactants such as Tween-60 and Tween-80 (polyethylene oxide 

(20) sorbitan monostearate, and monooleate, the advantage of a dispersant containing a 

carbon double bond, and with similar head group and tail length, was confirmed by 

particle size analysis [127]. Tween-80 have a higher surface activity compared to 

Tween-60, since the former has unsaturated carbon in its tail structures. These results 

are confirmed by SEM images of highly dispersed MWNT in polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) matrix. Triton X-100 wetted SWNT was further treated with PEG to prevent the 

adsorption of streptavidin proteins on the side walls of the tubes [137] . The addition of 

a weakly bond semi flexible polymer to the NaDDBS/SWNT system helped to increase 

the dispersion and generated highly oriented nanotubes in the polymer solution when 

sufficient shear stresses were provided [132].  

The utilization of surfactant-coated CNT has become a standard procedure for 

various applications. Thus, chemical functionalization of SDS-coated nanotubes by 

aryldiazonium salts was reported [138, 139]. Surfactants such as cetyltrimethylammoni

um bromide (CTAB) [140] and π-10 (polyethylene oxide (10) nonylphenyl ether) [141], 

were successfully used during in-situ polymerization of CNT-polymer composites. 

Polystyrene (PS) and poly (methyl methacrylate (PMMA) microspheres were dropped 

into aqueous solution of MWNT and CTAB (or NaDDBS) to produce carbon nanotube 

adsorbed polymeric microspheres [142]. Re-condensation of SDS-dispersed SWNT in 

polymer solution stream enabled the creation of rigid fibers and ribbons of 

preferentially oriented nanotubes [143, 144].  

According to unzipping mechanism [145], a surfactant has to get into the small 

spaces between the bundle and the isolated tube, and to prevent them from re-

aggregating. As a result, surfactants with bulky hydrophobic groups will be prevented 

from penetrating into the inter-tube region, and exhibit reduced debundling efficiency. 
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However, bulky hydrophilic groups were reported to be advantageous in the case of 

nanotubes suspended with non-ionic surfactants, probably due to the enhanced steric 

stabilization provided by longer polymeric groups [146]. There are three commonly 

used models for adsorption; CNT encapsulation within a cylindrical detergent micelle 

[147], hemispherical absorption of detergent onto CNTs [131], and random adsorption 

of detergent onto the tube-surfactant [123]. 

2.3 Organic solvents dispersions of carbon nanotubes 

Compared to water-soluble systems, thus far only limited research work has 

been carried out with surfactant-assisted dispersions in organic solvents. Carbon 

nanotubes have been shown to exhibit a sufficient solubility only in a limited number of 

solvents, such as dimethyl formamide (DMF), dimethyl acetamide (DMAc) and 

dimethyl pyrrolidone (NMP) [148]. When SWNT was immersed in DMF, the CNT 

structure was damaged [149]. In order to improving the thermo-mechanical properties 

of the nanocomposite, a non-ionic surfactant to carbon nanotube has to be added. For 

example, by adding non-ionic surfactant such as polyoxyethylene 8 laury to produce 

MWNT-epoxy composites, the dispersion of the filler in acetone was increased [150].  

On the other hand, the addition of carbon nanotubes without the surfactant had 

only moderate effects on the polymer glass transition temperature and its corresponding 

elastic modulus. Tergitol NP-7 (polyethylene oxide (7) nonylphenyl ether) is non-ionic 

surfactant in the processing of CNT-epoxy composite was also investigated [151]. The 

thermo-mechanical response of PMEMA was reported to be significantly improved by 

only 1 wt.% of MWNT dispersed in tetrahydrofuren (THF), with the aid of Triton X-

100 surfactant [152]. 
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2.4 Carbon nanomaterial in biological systems 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) could be one of the most advanced nanovectors for 

the highly efficient system for the delivery of drugs and biomolecules owing to their 

large surface areas with unique optical and electrical properties. They can be conjugated 

non-covalently with drugs, proteins, biopolymers, and synthetic polymers, namely; 

DNA, RNA, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, polystyrene sulfonate and surfactants (sodium 

dodecyl sulfate or SDS, etc) to form supermolecular assemblies. In addition, they can be 

modified covalently, for example, the esterification or amidation of acid-oxidized 

nanotubes and sidewall covalent attachment of functional groups [153]. 

Polymer wrapping was proposed by Smalley et al. as a non-covalent scheme to 

soluble tubular carbon nanostructures [147]. In this scheme, polyvinyl pyrrolidone 

(PVP), polystyrene sulfonate (PSS), or SDS binds to SWNT surfaces in double helix, 

triple helix, multiple parallel wrapping.  

The helical wrapping was described by Zheng et al. as the binding of single-

stranded DNA (ssDNA), specifically poly (T), to an SWNT [154]. In this model, 

ssDNA was treated as a flexible molecule with bond torsions within the sugar 

phosphate backbone.  

Georgakilas et al. showed the covalent binding of SWNTs with amino acids, the 

building blocks of protein [155]. Huang et al. attached the protein BSA to SWNTs via 

diimide-activated amidation under ambient conditions [156]. Moreover, larger proteins 

such as fibrinogen (Mw 340 kDa) exhibit poorer binding abilities to SWNTs than 

smaller proteins such as streptavidin (MW 60 kDa) [137]. 

Amphiphiles such as SDS, Triton X-100, Pluronic F108, and phospholipids are 

often more advantageous than macromolecules such as linear polymers, protein, and 
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nucleic acids in rendering SWNTs water soluble, due to the large curvature and small 

diameter (0.8‒2 nm) of an SWNTs. The use of zwitterionic lysophosphotidylcholine 

(LPC) was demonstrated recently for solubilizing SWNTs in aqueous solutions [157].  

The negative charged surfactant such as SDS was introduced by Smalley et al. 

was found in many applications in photoluminescence of SWNTs and in the optical 

detection of SWNT translocation [129, 158]. There have been numerous computational 

studies of carbon nano tubes interaction with surfactants. B.Shirvani et al. [159] 

reported that the adsorption is dependent on the tube's diameters via using density 

functional theory. The results indicated that with the increase of the diameter of zigzag 

and armchair tubes, the binding energy molecule decreases.  

Wang et al.[160] investigated the effect of different substituent group on single walled-

carbon nanotube by the ONIOM (B3LYP:UAM1) method and explained the theoretical 

evidence for a two-step mechanism in the functionalization CNTs by aryl diazonium 

salts. Wallace et al.[161] also showed this using coarse–grained (CG) molecular 

dynamics to study the self-assembly of CNTs with various amphiphile for CNT 

solubilization whilst minimizing perturbation of cell's membrane integrity. 

2.5 Hydrogen bonding in glycolipid surfactants 

The properties of hydrogen bonds have been widely investigated, both 

theoretically and experimentally [162, 163, 164]. The axial/equatorial orientation of C1-

O1 (α/β) is a key factor related to the number of hydrogen bonding, which may exist to 

stabilize the self-assembly, and in turn influence the melting (Tm) and clearing points 

(Tc) values of surfactants. Therefore, the role of polar interaction of monosaccharide 

head group is important, as it stabilizes self-assembly. Generally, this bond has an 

energy value ranging from as low as 0.24–0.28 kcal/mol (for weak hydrogen bond), and 
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this value could reach up to a maximum value of 38 kcal/ mol. On average, most HB 

ranges between 1.2–7.2 kcal/mol [165, 166, 167]. In the context of the sugar groups, the 

water carbohydrate bond energies are in the range of approximately 3.34‒6.45 kcal/mol 

[168].  

For a system such as maltose with eight hydroxyl groups (OHs), the intra- and 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the sugar groups and the solvent play a crucial 

role in determining the behavior of the conformations [169, 170, 171]. The strength of 

these hydrogen bonds allows for strong resistance to thermal distortion of the structure 

at room temperature, which is about a magnitude higher than kT. Thus, the 

conformation of sugar and their solvation properties is influenced by the presence of 

HB [170].  

Generally, for carbohydrate monomers, the ring puckering and the multiple 

bonding sites for primary and secondary hydroxyl groups contribute many 

conformational preference observables, which in turn helps in stable structure 

predictions [172]. To understand the complex conformational spaces, a systematic study 

at the rotors, specifically at glycosidic bonds between monomers and linkage at 

hydroxymethyl groups provides meaningful expositions for the flexibility shown by a 

monomer. The hydroxymethyl group (primary alcohol) has three staggered rotamers 

about the O5-C5-C6-O6 dihedral angle namely, gauche-gauche (gg), gauche-trans (gt) 

and trans-gauche (tg) [173]. A recent computational study has shown that gauche effect 

in sugar monomers determines the conformation of gg, gt and tg population in both 

vacuum and explicit water environments. In glucose moiety, gg conformer is preferred 

in vacuum compared to gt and tg conformers. But in the presence of water, the 

preference changes in the order of gt > gg > tg. A similar trend is shown by galactose is 

observed, where the order of hydroxymethyl population changes from gt > gg > tg in 
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vacuum to gt > tg > gg in water environment. This can be explained by the existence of 

intra-molecular hydrogen bonding among the hydroxyl groups and bridging hydrogen 

bonds with water molecules due to the change in conformer populations [173].  

Interestingly, an ab initio study by Grabowski [174] provides an inverse 

proportional relationship between the distances of (OH…O) and (O-H) bond strength. 

When HB is stronger, the length of O-H bond becomes greater, but the H…O and O… 

O distances are shorter, and these results do agree with those from previous studies 

[175]. Cook et al. [176, 177] have investigated the role of hydrogen bond in stabilizing 

the liquid crystal phase behavior of methyl-6-O-(n-dodecanoyl)-α-D-glucopyranoside 

using variable temperature FTIR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. From this study, 

they proposed a model where a combination of hydrogen bonding and conformational 

arrangements (enthalpy versus entropic effects) leads to the formation of sematic-like 

domains in the isotropic phase, subsequently stabilizing the sematic A phase [177]. 

In the molecular dynamic simulation study of these systems by Chong et 

al.[171], it was found that the thermal stability of the self-assembly structure was 

related to the intra layer instead of the interlayer hydrogen bonds. These results were far 

from being conclusive and a more detailed calculation is necessary to establish a 

relationship. 

In the next chapter, we will describe the methodology, including quantum 

calculation of compound studies with GAUSSIAN 09 and atoms in molecules (AIM) 

and natural bond orbitals (NBO) analysis.  
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In this chapter, quantum chemistry (QC) software was used to study the interaction 

between glycolipid and a single-walled carbon nanotube is briefly reviewed. In addition, 

the computation of the intra-hydrogen bond formation in glycolipid is described.  

                3.1 Gauss View (GV) software: 

One of the most advanced and powerful graphical software available in the 

Gaussian package is Gaussview (GV). Gaussview can import several formats, such as pdb, 

ml2, mols, cif, sdf, and rxn or build molecular structures. It can also set up, launch, 

monitor, and control Gaussian calculations, retrieve, and view the results, all without ever 

leaving the application. This software can also display molecule orbitals calculated by the 

Gaussian program and natural bond orbital program in Gaussian. The version used by this 

work is GaussView 5.0, which includes many new features designed to make working with 

large systems of chemical interest convenient and straightforward. It also provides full 

support for all of the new modeling methods and features in Gaussian 09. GaussView 5.0 

also presents predicted spectra and other numeric results as plots or graphs. Figure 3.1 

illustrates the brief application of Gauss View.  

 

Figure 3.1: Visualizing molecules and reactions with Gauss view 

(adopted from http://www.gaussian.com/g_prod/gv5b.htm).     

http://www.gaussian.com/g_prod/gv5b.htm
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3.2 Gaussian software  

These are many programs such as Materials Studio CASTEP , General Atomic and 

Molecular Electronic Structure System (GAMESS), etc, to calculate electronic 

structure. Gaussian is the most popular computer program for computational chemistry 

to solve ab initio and semi empirical problems. It was initially released in 1970 by John 

Pople and his research group at Carnegie-Mellon University, bearing the name 

Gaussian 70 [178].  The major release history is Gaussian (70, 76, 77, 80, 82, 83, 85, 

86, 88, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 98, 03. The name originated from the Pople's use of the 

Gaussian orbitals to speed up calculations compared to those using the Slater-type 

orbitals, which is a choice made to improve the performance on the limited computing 

capacities of the then-current computer hardware for Hartree-Fock calculations. 

Originally, the software was available through the quantum chemistry program 

exchange (QCPE), and it was later licensed out of Carnegie Mellon University, and 

since 1987 has been developed and licensed by Gaussian, Inc.  

The latest version in the Gaussian series of programs is Gaussian 09. It is a cross-

platform, running on Windows (G09W), power-pc-based Mac (G09M), and 

Linux/UNIX systems. The research presented in this thesis operated using Windows and 

Linux environment (G09W Cluster/Network Parallel versions). The calculation on 

Windows system is easy, but the multiprocessor version of G09W is limited to 4 

processors (or cores). Similarly, any individual node within a cluster/network parallel 

job can take advantage of at most, 4 processors/cores. Additionally, the path file (.chk) 

under two systems is different. In a Linux system, the file is saved as a read-write file 

(.rwf) or integral file (.int) to create a folder in root or user.     

 

https://www.google.com.my/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CC4QFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk%2Fcastep%2Fdocumentation%2FWebHelp%2FCASTEP.html&ei=6vhWVK3yFM79ugTXnYCAAg&usg=AFQjCNGkAh_3rjH-uA_6qIi2BZwF2env8w&sig2=dQOnD2XZGLJnVb9xuGv4dA&bvm=bv.78677474,d.c2E
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaussian_orbitals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slater-type_orbitals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slater-type_orbitals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hartree%E2%80%93Fock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnegie_Mellon_University
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Gaussian 09 predicts the energies, molecular structures, vibrational frequencies, and 

molecular properties and reactions in a wide variety of chemical environments. It can be 

applied to both stable species and compounds that are difficult or impossible to 

experimentally observe short-lived intermediates and transition structures). The setting 

up and running of a typical Gaussian Job in Windows and Linux is described in the 

Appendix A. 

3.3 AIM 2000 software 

Quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) was initially developed by 

Professor Richard Bader and his research group at McMaster University. QTAIM is 

applied to molecular and condensed matter electronic systems (such as crystals) with 

unusually short distances between neighboring molecules as observed by the X-ray 

diffraction technique. It defines chemical bonding and structure of a chemical system 

based on the topology of the electron density. An electron density distribution of a 

molecule is an average probability distribution of the electronic charge throughout the 

real space in the attractive field exerted by the nuclei. According to QTAIM, molecular 

structure is revealed by the stationary points of the electron density together with the 

gradient paths of the electron density that originate and terminate at these points. AIM 

2000 is a software package for performing quantitative and visual quantum theory of 

atoms in molecules analyses of molecular systems, which starting from molecular 

wavefunction data. This program is designed by Friedrich Biegler-König and Jens 

Schönbohm.  

The (*.wfn) is an input file for AIM 2000 program. There are two types output files. 

The first is (*.aim) to view the structure at critical point (molecule graph), and (*.txt) is 

to obtain some properties such as: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Bader
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray_diffraction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray_diffraction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stationary_points
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 Rho (r) or )(r : electron density 

Del**2Rho (r) or )(2 r  : corresponding Laplacian 

)(rG : electronic kinetic energy density 

)(rV : electronic potential energy density 

)(rG + )(rV = )(rH : electronic energy density 

More detail descriptions are given in Appendix B.  

    3.4 Calculated properties 

 3.4.1 Polarizable continuum (PCM) model 

The polarizable continuum model (PCM) is a computational method to model 

solvation effects. It was originally developed 30 years ago by Miertus et al [179]. PCM 

model predicts the possible chemical reaction in the solution phase using ab initio 

calculations. Therefore, modeling the solvent as a polarizable continuum, rather than 

individual water molecules, makes the ab initio computation feasible.  

 Solute-solvent interactions can have dramatic effects on molecular energies, 

structures, and properties and in many cases such effects can be computed very 

effectively in the framework of continuum solvation models. In these models the bulk of 

the solvent is represented as a structureless polarizable medium characterized mainly by 

its dielectric constant. Even when specific interactions require the introduction of some 

explicit solvent molecules, which strongly bound to the solute, the continuum picture is 

still very useful (and often necessary) to account for long range interaction. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ab_initio
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The PCM framework is based on one of the most effective continuum approaches, 

due to two main characteristics, namely; the use of a molecular cavity and use of a 

surface charge distribution. These two characteristics in fact make the PCM an 

extremely versatile method in terms of possible applications to solutes of any shape and 

charge distribution and to properties and processes, which strongly depend on solvent-

induced deformations of both the shape and the charge. More recently, PCMs are 

popularly used; D-PCM (D stands for dielectric) which deals the continuum as a 

polarizable dielectrics and C-PCM (C stands for conductor-like PCM) which deals the 

continuum as a conductor-like picture [180, 181]. The PCM model is available to 

calculate energies and gradients at the Hartree-Fock and the density functional theory 

levels in various quantum chemical computational packages such as Gaussian, 

GAMESS, etc. 

                       3.4.2 HOMO and LUMO 

          The bonding and anti-bonding molecular orbitals that are a linear combination of 

molecular atomic orbitals are based on the molecular orbitals (MO) theory. Due to the 

bonding orbital being lower energy than the anti-bonding orbitals, the bonding orbital 

is the first to be occupied, while the anti-bonding are unoccupied. HOMO is the highest 

occupied molecular orbital, while the LUMO is the lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital. Some properties of HOMO and LUMO are given in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Some properties of HOMO and LUMO. 

LUMO HOMO 

receives electrons donated electrons 

characteristic 

for electrophilic component 
characteristic for nucleophilic component 

lowest energy orbital available most available for bonding  

- most weakly held electrons 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dielectrics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GAMESS
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                   One of the key parameter for understanding the electronic structures is the 

energy difference between LUMO and HOMO. The energy gap [182] is defined as: 

HOMOLUMOML    )(
 (3.1) 

  

The softness (S) and chemical hardness (η) of molecules are determined by the energy 

gap, where a high energy gap means lower softness and vice versa. 

3.4.3 The topology of the electron density   

Atoms in molecules theory [183] relies on quantum observables such as the 

electron density )(r  ( r  is the spatial coordinate) and the energy density at the critical 

points (CP). A display of )(r  for a molecule will make visible to the eye, without 

further mathematical analysis, and the definitions of its atoms with a particular set of 

lines linking certain pairs of nuclei within the molecular graph. A critical point (CP) in 

the electron density is a point in space where the first derivatives of density vanish, i.e., 

0)(  r . This means that the gradient of a scalar function, such as )(r  at CP is 

equal to zero. Therefore, they determine the positions of extrema in the charge density; 

maxima, minima, or saddles. One can discriminate between a local minimum, a local 

maximum, or a saddle point by considering the second derivations, and the elements of 

the tensor  . There are nine second derivatives of )(r  that can be arranged in the 

so-called “Hessian matrix”, which when evaluated at a CP located at )(r , is written as: 
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The Hessian matrix can be diagonalized because it is real and symmetric. The 

diagonalization of )( crA , is equivalent to a rotation of the coordinate system 

),,(),,( zyxrzyxr   superimposing the new axes zyx  ,,  with the principal 

curvature axes of the critical point. The rotation of the coordinate system is 

accomplished via a unitary transformation, rUr  , where U  is a unitary matrix 

constructed from a set of three eigenvalue equations )3,2,1(  iuAu iii   where iu    is 

the i
th

 column vector (eigenvector) in U . A similar transformation )(1  AUU  

transforms the Hessian into its diagonal form, which is written explicitly as: 
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 (3.3) 

where 1 , 2 and 3  are the curvatures of the density with respect to the three principal 

axes zyx  ,, . 

An important property of the Hessian is that its trace is invariant to rotations of 

the coordinate system. The trace of the Hessian of the density is known as the Laplacian 

of the density )(2 r  and, when xx  , yy  and zz    , it is given by: 
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where the primes of the principal axes are dropped. 

There are four possible kinds of stable critical points in )(r  and each will be 

associated with a particular element of structure. We shall assume that atoms exist in 
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molecules and that they may be linked together to form structures consisting of chains, 

rings, and cages [184]. Critical points are classified according to their ranks (r) and 

signatures (s), and are symbolized as (r, s). The rank is the number of non-zero 

curvatures of the critical point. A critical point that has ω < 3 is mathematically 

unstable, and will vanish or bifurcate under small perturbations of the density caused by 

nuclear motions. They are generally not found in equilibrium charge distributions, and 

one nearly always finds ω = 3. The signature is the algebraic sum of the signs of the 

curvatures, i.e. each of the three curvatures contributes ±1, depending on whether it is a 

positive or negative curvature. 

There are four types of stable critical points having three non-zero eigenvalues: 

(3, -3) three negative curvatures:   is a local maximum, 

(3, -1) two negative curvatures:   is a maximum in the plane defined by the 

corresponding eigenvectors but is a minimum along the third axis, which is 

perpendicular to this plane, 

(3, +1) two positive curvatures:   is a minimum in the plane defined by the 

corresponding eigenvectors and a maximum along the third axis, which is perpendicular 

to this plane, 

           (3, +3) three curvatures are positive:   is local minimum. 

Each kind of CP described above is identified with an element of chemical structure: (3, 

-3) nuclear critical point (NCP); (3, -1) bond critical point (BCP); (3, +1) ring critical 

point (RCP); (3, +3) cage critical point (CCP) [116]. (See Table 3.2 for more details). 
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The bond path is a universal indicator of chemical bonding of all kinds; weak, 

strong, closed-shell, and open-shell interactions [185]. The point on the bond path with 

the lowest value of the electron density (minimum along the path) is the bond critical 

point (BCP). The collection of bond paths linking the nuclei of bonded atoms in 

equilibrium geometry, with the associated critical points, is known as the molecular 

graph. The molecular graph provides an unambiguous definition of the molecular 

structure, and is thus  used to locate changes in the structure along a reaction path. 

Table 3.2: The four kinds of critical point (CP) are identified with an element of chemical 

structure (r:rank and s:signature). 

Descriptions Symbol (r,s) 

All curvatures are negative, a local maximum – a nuclear critical 

point. 
NCP (3 , -3) 

Two curvatures are negative and one is positive,  is a maximum 

in a plane and a minimum perpendicular to this plane – a bond 

critical point. 

BCP (3 , -1) 

Two curvatures are positive and one is negative,  is a minimum 

in a plane and a maximum perpendicular to this plane – a ring 

critical point. 

RCP (3 , +1) 

All curvatures are positive, a local minimum – a cage critical 

point. 
CCP (3 , +3) 

3.4.4 The Laplacian of the electron density at the BCP  )(2 r   

Because the Laplacian is essentially a second derivative, its sign indicates 

regions of local electronic charge concentration or depletion with respect to the 

immediate neighborhood. Thus, where 0)(2  r , the density is locally depleted and 

expanded relative to its average distribution; where 0)(2  r  the density is locally 

concentrated, tightly bound, and compressed relative to its average distribution. A local 

charge concentration behaves as a Lewis base (electron donor), whereas the local charge 

depletion acts as a Lewis acid (electron acceptor). 
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The Laplacian at the BCP is the sum of the three curvatures of the density at the 

critical point, the two perpendicular to the bond path, 1 , and 2 , being negative (by 

convention, ( 21   )) , whereas the third, 3  , lying along the bond path, is positive. 

The negative curvatures measure the extent to which the density is concentrated along 

the bond path, while the positive curvature measures the extent to which it is depleted in 

the region of the interatomic surface and concentrated in the individual atomic basins. 

In covalent bonding, the two negative curvatures are dominant and 0)(2  r . In 

contrast, in closed-shell bonding, for example ionic, hydrogen-bonding, or van der 

Walls interactions, the interaction is characterized by a depletion of density in the 

region of contact of the two atoms and 0)(2  r . 

3.4.5 The bond ellipticity  

One of the interesting parameters to measure bond stability is the ellipticity (ε). 

It provides a quantitative measure of the  -bond character and delocalization of 

electronic charge. The ellipticity is defined as: 

1
2

1 



  (3.6) 

where 21   . 

If 21   , then ε=0, and the bond is cylindrically symmetrical. High ellipticity values 

indicate the instability of the bond [89]. 

3.4.6 Energy densities at BCP 

The Laplacian of the charge density plays a central role in the theory of atoms in 

molecules where it appears as an energy density, which is, 
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The energy densities at the bond critical points including electronic potential energy 

density )(rV , electronic kinetic energy density )(rG , and total energy density )(rH  are 

used to summarize the mechanics of a bonding interaction. The electronic potential 

energy density )(rV , also known as the virial field, is negative everywhere, the energy 

kinetic energy density is positive everywhere. The local statement of the virial theorem 

expresses the relationship between the virial field, kinetic energy density, and the 

Laplacian, which when written for a stationary state, is: 

)(2)(2)()
4

( 2
2

rVrGr
m

 


 (3.8) 

Since we always have 0)( rG , and, 0)( rV , the local virial theorem when applied at a 

BCP, implies that interactions, for which 0)(2  r , are dominated by a local reduction 

of the potential energy. In contrast, interactions for which 0)(2  r , are dominated by 

local excess in the kinetic energy. In regions where the Laplacian is negative, the charge 

density is tightly bound and compressed above its average distribution, while, in regions 

where the Laplacian is positive, the charge density is expanded relative to its average 

distribution, the pressure is positive, and the kinetic energy of electrons is dominating 

[186]. 

3.4.7 Chemical hardness ( ), chemical potential ( ) 

Density functional theory (DFT) has provided the basis for rigorous mathematical 

definitions of reactivity descriptors such as chemical potential, electronegativity, 

chemical hardness, softness, etc. 
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Chemical hardness ( ) is a useful concept for understanding the behavior of chemical 

systems. Essentially, it measures the resistance of a chemical species to change the 

electron distribution in a collection of nuclei and electrons (electronic configuration). The 

chemical potential ( ) is the negative of the atom's electronegativity. It defines the 

change in free energy per mole when electrons are added or removed from the system. 

Chemical potential and chemical harness is related to ionization potential (IP) and 

electron affinity (EA) of the atom which are defined as follows:  

)(
2

1

2

)(
HL

EAIP
 


  (3.9) 
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HL
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  (3.10) 

HOMOIP   (3.11) 

LUMOEA   (3.12) 

In which, L  and H are the energies of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), respectively. 

In addition, the inverse of global hardness defines the global softness (S): 



1
S  (3.13) 

3.4.8 Stabilization energy 

In the NBO [187] analysis, the electronic wave functions are interpreted in terms of 

a set of occupied Lewis and a set of unoccupied non-Lewis localized orbitals. 

Delocalization effects can be identified from the presence of off-diagonal elements of the 

Fock matrix. The strengths of these delocalization interactions are estimated by the 

second order perturbation theory )2(E . In addition, the stabilization energy )2(E  is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronegativity
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associated with ji   delocalization, and is explicitly estimated by the following 

equation: 

ij

iij

jiF
qEE

 


2
)2( ),(

 (3.14) 

where iq  is the i
th

 donor orbital occupancy, 
j  and i  are diagonal elements (orbital 

energies), and ),( jiF  is the off-diagonal element, respectively. Therefore, there is a 

direct relationship between ),( jiF off-diagonal elements and the orbital overlap.  

3.4.9 Fukui function 

A wide variety of reactions can be described and understood using DFT-based 

reactivity descriptors [188, 189, 190, 191, 192]. The Fukui function is one of the ways used 

to explain local reactivity. These descriptors can be used to determine the places where the 

molecules are highly reactive. According to Parr and Yang, the Fukui function )(rf  [193] 

is defined as: 
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  (3.15) 

where   is the chemical potential for the system, )(r  is the external potential of system, 

N  is the total number of electrons in the system, and )(r  is the electron density. The local 

softness [194] is another demanding local reactivity descriptor, which is written in the 

following form: 
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 (3.16) 

 where S  is the global softness [193], which is defined as: 
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  (3.17) 

                      Here, IP  and EA  represent the ionization potential and electron affinity of the 

system, respectively. These can be computed in terms of the energies of N  and 1N  

electron systems. For an 1N -electron system with energy NE , these may be expressed 

in the following forms: 

  
NN EEIP   )1(

 (3.18) 

)1()(  NN EEEA
 (3.19) 

Yang and Mortier [194] proposed a simple way to analyze the Fukui function. The 

condensed-to-atom Fukui functions are the Fukui indices (for atom k) which are defined 

as: 

  )()()( )1( kpkpkf NN  


 (3.20) 

)()()( )1()( kpkpkf NN 

   (3.21) 

 The Equation 3.20 is defined for nucleophilic attack, while Equation 3.21 is defined for 

electrophilic attack. )()1( kp N
, )()( kp N

 and )()1( kp N
 are the electronic populations on 

atom )(k  for 1N , N , and 1N  electron systems, respectively. There are different 

local softness for any particular atom )(k [193]. These can be written as:   

)()( kSfks    (3.22) 

)()( kSfks    (3.23) 

The Equation 3.22 is defined for nucleophilic attack while Equation 3.23 is defined for 

electrophilic attack. However, in some compounds, the centers with high electrophilicity 

(i.e., having high )(ks 
 values) also show high nucleophilicity (i.e., having high )(ks 
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values). This indirectly suggests that for a reliable trend of reactivity (i.e., acidity and 

basicity), we need to consider both features. Therefore, the relative electrophilicity,

)(/)( ksks 
, and nucleophilicity, )(/)( ksks 

, which are the ratio of local softness 

parameters, will help to locate the preferable site (or atom) in a molecule for nucleophilic 

and electrophilic attacks, respectively. In particular, )(/)( ksks 
 and )(/)( ksks 

 are 

equal to )(/)( kfkf 
 and )(/)( kfkf 

 , respectively [195]. 

In addition, Morell et al. [196] proposed a new selectivity index, named dual reactivity 

descriptors, which is written as [197]: 

   )()()(2 kfkfkf    (3.24) 

 

If 0)(2 kf , the site or atom is favored for a nucleophilic attack, whereas the site or 

atom is susceptible to an electrophilic attack if  0)(2 kf . 

   3.5 Computational details 

Three methods were used to investigate intra-molecular hydrogen bond formation in 

octyl-α/β-D-glucopyranoside (C8O-β-Glc), n-octyl-α/β-D-galactopyranoside (C8O-β-Gal), 

α/β-D-mannose (α/β-Man) and n-octyl-α/β-D-mannopyranoside (C8O-α/β-Man) in namely; 

density functional theory (DFT), atoms in molecules (AIM) approach and natural bond 

orbital (NBO) analysis. 

The first and the second results obtained from our investigation are shown in the 

Chapter 4 and 5. An efficient and widely used technique to study a molecular structure, 

DFT, with B3LYP/6-31G level of calculation was applied to optimize the molecules under 

investigation, (C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal, α/β-Man, and C8O-α/β-Man), both in gas and 

solution phases. The B3LYP (Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr) version of DFT is the combination of 
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Becke’s three-parameter non-local hybrid functional of exchange terms [198] with the Lee, 

Yang and Parr correlation functional [199]. The basis set 6-31G contains a reasonable 

number of basis set functions that are able to reproduce experimental data [200, 201]. The 

solution phase was studied by polarizable continuum model (PCM),[179]. All calculations 

were performed using Gaussian 09 software package [202]. GaussView 5.0 [203] was used 

to prepare the input file and to visualize the optimized structures. 

Using the DFT method, the best minimum energy conformations were achieved by 

full geometry optimization of each glycolipids. In order to prove that each of them is 

located at a stable minimum point of the potential energy surface, frequency calculations 

were carried out based on these optimized structures and subsequently obtain their 

vibration frequencies. Furthermore, using the results obtained from the calculation, the 

structural and electronic properties such as ionization potentials (I), HOMO energies, 

LUMO energies, bond length, electron affinity (A), chemical hardness (η), electronic 

chemical potential (µ), electrophilicity index (ω), were investigated. The topological 

parameters such as electron densities and their Laplacians, at BCP were obtained from the 

Bader theory [186, 204] by using AIM 2000 software [203]. The nature of intramolecular 

interactions of C8O-β-Glc, C8O-β-Gal, α/β-Man, and C8O-α/β-Man were investigated using 

the NBO 3.1 package [205]. 

         The last part of the present study is shown in Chapter 6. The (3,0) single-walled 

zigzag carbon nanotubes is considered, whose diameter is 2.41 Å, while an average C-C 

bond length is 1.43 Å. The (3,0) SWNTs, containing 36 carbon atoms and 6 hydrogen 

atoms, was selected for this purpose. The edges of (3,0) SWNTs are terminated by the 

presence of hydrogen atoms. Due to symmetry, we have selected only 6 different carbon 

atoms in these nanotubes. The positions of carbon atoms are depicted in Figure 3.2.The 
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C8O-β-Glc molecule has a total of 48 atoms, with the sugar head group attached to a non-

polar linear alkyl chain via an -O- glycoside linkage;(See Figure 3.3). 

For calculating Fukui functions and local softness, we first performed geometrical 

optimization at N   state of the SWNTs, followed by single-point calculations for 1N   

and 1N  the states of the SWNTs, using the B3LYP/6-31G geometries. The electron 

population )(kp  adopted for computing Fukui functions and local softness in the present 

study are determined from the Mulliken population analysis (MPA) [206].  

We have calculated the binding energies bE  of different positions (head and tail 

groups) of the surfactants residing on the external surface of (3, 0) zigzag SWNTs. The 

head and tail groups of the surfactant are placed at a distance of approximately 2Å from 

the external surface of the carbon nanotubes. These structures are optimized using the 

hybrid density functional theory at the B3LYP/6-31G [198, 199] used in gas and 

solution phases by the Gaussian 09 software [202]. The optimized structures in the gas 

phase was re-optimized at B3LYP/6-31G level, employing the polarizable continuum 

model (PCM) [179] solvation model.  

  

Figure 3.2: Numbering of (3,0) zigzag SWNT (a) front-view and (b) side-

view. Carbon atoms are in grey and Hydrogen atoms are in white. 
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Figure 3.3: The structure of non-ionic surfactant n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside. 

C atoms are in grey and H atoms are in white and O atoms are in red. 

 

The equilibrium geometries were confirmed by the subsequent calculation of force 

constants and vibration analysis. Each structure was found to be a minimum, with no 

negative values obtained in the frequency calculations. Therefore, the binding energies 

of complex and isolated forms in the fully optimized geometry are calculated from 

Equation. 3.1. 

  )( )tan()()( tsurfacSWNTComplexb nEEEE   (3.25) 

where 
)(ComplexE  denotes the total energy of the optimized complex (carbon nanotube 

surfactant), n  represents the number of surfactants, and 
)(SWNTE  and 

)tan( tsurfacE  

corresponds to the total energies of the optimized isolated systems. By this definition, 

0 bE  corresponds to an exothermic adsorption, which leads to a stable structure and 

strong adsorption between the surfactant and carbon nanotubes. Finally, using the results 

obtained from the calculation, the structural and electronic properties, such as HOMO 

energies ( HOMO  ), LUMO energies ( LUMO ), and gap energies can be investigated. Then, 

we examine the usefulness of local reactivity descriptors in order to predict the reactivity 

of carbon atom sites on the external surface of (3, 0) zigzag single-walled carbon 

nanotubes (SWNTs). Then, the interactions between (3, 0) zigzag carbon nanotubes and 
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n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (C8O-β-Glc) were analyzed in both gas and solution phases 

based on the density functional theory (DFT) methods. Our computational strategy was 

to obtain optimal structures at the B3LYP/6-31G level, and to use these structures for 

binding energy calculations at similar levels. Finally, the highest occupied molecular 

orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and energy gaps of complexes were also 

determined.  
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The aim of the present chapter is to analyze the intra-molecular OH…O 

hydrogen bonds for n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (C8O-β-Glc) and n-octyl-β-D-

galactopyranoside (C8O-β-Gal) for an insight into their detailed bonding nature. To 

achieve this aim, density functional theory (DFT) was used to calculate the equilibrated 

geometry of these structures, while AIM approach was used to characterize the nature of 

the intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. Useful parameters such as electronic density at the 

bond critical point and, its Laplacian, are used to estimate the strength of the hydrogen 

bonds [207]. The natural bond orbital (NBO) analyses [187, 208] of decomposition 

were applied to analyze the charge transfer effect on the OH…O interaction of the 

calculated data. 

4.1 The geometry parameters 

Figure 4.1 defines the hydrogen bonding geometry based on Jeffrey and Saenger 

[209], while other related properties to this definition are presented in Table 4.1 [162, 

210]. Table 4.1 shows general characteristics of strong, moderate, and weak hydrogen 

bonds. Strong hydrogen bond interaction is partially covalent; moderate ones involves 

mostly electrostatic, while a weak hydrogen bond involves electrostatic or dispersed 

interaction. In addition, it should be noted that the normal covalent bond length is about 

0.96 Å, while that of the intra-molecular hydrogen bond in the carbohydrate moiety is in 

the range of 1.8-2.6 Å [209]. The optimized geometries of both pyranosides at the 

B3LYP/6-31G level of theory are shown in Figure 4.2. The bond lengths and bond 

angles of C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal values are given in Table 4.2. The four normal 

bond lengths of hydroxyl groups (refer to Figure 4.2 for atom labels) are O2-HO2, O3-

HO3, O4-HO4 and O6-HO6 having values of about 0.97 ± 0.01 Å. 
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Figure 4.1: Definition of HB geometry where the angle of hydrogen bonding of X-

H…Y,   , and hydrogen bond distance, d, [209, 210]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of molecular structures for C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-

Gal.                                                                                  
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From AIM (see later discussion), an extra intra-molecular hydrogen bond of 

HO6… O4 for C8O-β-Glc is observed. On the other hand, for C8O-β-Gal, two extra 

bonds are observed, corresponding to HO6…O4 and HO4….O3. These intra-molecular 

hydrogen bonds are expected to be weaker than the normal covalent O-H. The 

optimized HO6...O4 bond length in C8O-β-Glc is about 2.11 Å. For C8O-β-Gal, the 

values of the two optimized hydrogen bonds (HO6…O4 and HO4…O3) are 1.85 Å and 

2.09 Å, respectively. These distances are similar to those found for other sugar intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding. For example, the calculated values for pentahydrates of α- 

and β-D-glucopyranose [211], α- and β-D-mannopyranose [212], and α- and β-D-

galactopyranose [213] range from 2-3 Å. The O6-HO6-O4 angle in both C8O-β-Glc and 

C8O-β-Gal are 127 ° and 140 °, respectively. However, the O4-HO4-O3 angle in the 

C8O-β-Gal is 114 °.The results agree with experimental data [209]. 

 

Table 4.1: General characteristric of the three major types of hydrogen bonding and 

important structural parameters [209, 210].                                                                                          

 

Interaction type 

Strong Moderate Weak 

Partially covalent 
Mostly 

electrostatic 

Electrostatic/ 

dispersed 

Bond lengths H∙∙∙Y  (Å) 
1.2-1.5 1.5-2.2 2.2-3.3 

Lengthening of  X-H (Å) 
0.08-0.25 0.02-0.08 < 0.02 

X-H vs H∙∙∙Y X-H ≈ H∙∙∙Y X-H < H∙∙∙Y X-H << H∙∙∙Y 

X∙∙∙Y (Å) 
2.2-2.5 2.5-3.2 > 3.2 

Directionality 
Strong moderate Weak 

Bond angles (°) 
170-180 > 130 > 90 

Bond energy (kcal/mol) 
> 8 4-8 < 4 
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4.2 The electronic energy 

The calculated electronic energies of C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal, both at the 

B3LYP/6-31G level of theory in the gas and solution phases (water solvent), are 

summarized in Table 4.3. The results show that C8O-β-Gal is more stable than C8O-β-

Glc in both gas and solution phases. The differences in electronic energies between 

C8O-β-Gal and C8O-β-Glc in the gas and solution phases are -1.6 kcal/mol and -3.0 

kcal/mol respectively, indicating that both C8O-β-Gal and C8O-β-Glc are more stable in 

the solution phase than in the gas phase. Additionally, the electronic energy difference 

for the C8O-β-Glc in PCM and gas phases and that of C8O-β-Gal are -10.3 kcal/mol and 

-11.7 kcal/mol respectively, implying that C8O-β-Gal is more stable than C8O-β-Glc. 

 

Table 4.2: The geometrical parameters for C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal (the bonds in and 

the angles in degree), at the B3LYP/6-31 G by DFT method. The atom labels we used 

Mamony et al [213] and IUPAC [214]. 

         C8O-β-Glc C8O-β-Gal 

Covalent bond lengths (Å)   

O2-HO2 5.64 5.64 

O3-HO3 5.64 5.64 

O4-HO4 5.64 5.64 

O6-HO6 5.64 5.64 

Hyrogen bond  lengths (Å)   

HO4…O3 - 5.56 

HO6…O4 5.66 6.40 

Hydrogen bond angle (º)   

O4-HO4-O3 - 666 

O6-HO6-O4 
654 665 
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4.3 Dipole moment  

 The dipole moment analysis in the gas phase and PCM is given in Table 4.3. 

Dipole moment in the C8O-β-Gal is higher than in C8O-β-Glc in both gas and PCM 

phases. Differences in the dipole moment between the two compounds in the gas phase 

and PCM are 0.38 and 1.4 Debye, respectively, and the ratio for C8O-β-Gal is three 

times that for C8O-β-Glc. This ratio value is in accordance with the calculated results 

for water by Silvestrelli and Parrinello [215]. 

 

4.4 The electronic properties 

 Table 4.4 lists the electronic properties of C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal, including 

the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital HOMO , and energy of the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital
 LUMO , ionization energy    , electron  affinity (A), 

chemical hardness ( ), electronic chemical potential (  ), electrophilicity index ( ), 

and softness (S ).  

Parr et al. [197] have defined electrophilicity index (ω), as a new descriptor to 

quantify the global electrophilic nature of a molecule within a relative scale. This index 

measures the stabilization energy when the system acquires an additional electronic 

Table 4.3: Electronic energy 
.).( uaE , and dipole moment )(D , of studied compounds at 

B3LYP/6-31G level of theory in the gas and solution phases. 

 

  
.).( uaE )(D 

Gas phase PCM Gas phase PCM 

C8O-β-Glc -1001.36598 -1001.38236 4.011 4.231 

C8O-β-Gal  6556.51406- -1001.38709 4.390 5.609 
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charge from the environment. The small value of electrophilicity index (ω ), indicates 

that the molecule is stable. Chemical potential (µ), chemical hardness (η), and softness 

(S), are known as global reactivity descriptors [216, 217, 218]. Global hardness and 

softness are of interest, since resistance to change of the electron cloud of the chemical 

system can be understood from the values of hardness (η), and softness (S). The stability 

of chemical species can be associated with its hardness. Hard molecules have a large 

energy gap while, soft molecules have a small one [182, 219].  

 

 

Table 4.4: Calculated the highest occupied molecular orbital energy        , and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy        , ionization energy    , electron affinity 

( A ), chemical hardness  , electronic chemical potential (µ), electrophilicity index (ω), and 

softness (S) in  C8O-β-Glc and  C8O-β-Gal at the B3LYP/6-31G level. All units are (e.V.) 

Electronic properties Formula C8O-β-Glc C8O-β-Gal 

Energy of LUMO )(LUMO 0.22210 0.21689 

Energy of HOMO )(HOMO -0.27449 -0.25821 

Ionization energy )( HOMOI  0.27449 5.50456 

Electron affinity )( LUMOA  -0.22210 -5.56146 

Chemical hardness 
2

)( AI 
 0.24829 0.23755 

Electronic chemical potential  
2

)( AI 
 -0.02619 -0.02066 

Electrophilicity 





2

 0.00138 0.00089 

Softness 


1
S 4.27467 4.2964 
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It can be readily seen from Figure 4.3, that the gap for C8O-β-Glc is 0.49659 eV, which 

is higher than that for C8O-β-Gal 0.47510 eV, indicates C8O-β-Glc is hard specie, while, 

C8O-β-Gal is soft specie. A comparison of reactivity descriptors in Table 4.4 also 

indicates that C8O-β-Glc is harder than C8O-β-Gal. Due to the inverse relationship 

between hardness and stability, C8O-β-Gal is reactive specie compared to C8O-β-Glc. 

As shown in Table 4.4, the electronphilicity values for C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal are 

0.00138 and 0.00089, respectively. The smaller value of electrophilicity for C8O-β-Gal 

indicates that C8O-β-Gal is more stable than C8O-β-Glc. This further implies that C8O-

β-Glc is less likely to associate itself with electrons from its surroundings compared to 

C8O-β-Gal. After all, the latter has two intra-molecular hydrogen bonds, as seen from 

the AIM analysis. 

4.5 Atoms in molecules (AIM) analysis 

Bader’s theory of atoms in molecules [186] is widely used as a theoretical tool 

to understand and analyse hydrogen bonds. The formation of HB is associated with the 

appearance of a BCP between the hydrogen atom of donor group and acceptor. This 

theory is based on the critical points (CPs) of the molecular electronic charge density 

)(r . At these points, the density [220] gradient )(r , vanishes, and these points are 

characterized by the three eigenvalues (λi = 1, 2, 3) of the Hessian matrix, ( 1 ) and ( 2 ), 

corresponding to the perpendicular curvatures, while ( 3 ) provides a curvature along 

the internuclear axis. The CPs is labelled ( sr, ), according to their ranks r  (number of 

non-zero eignvalues), and signatures s , (the algebraic sum of the signs). Four types      (

sr, ) of CPs are of interest in the molecules, which are (3,+3), (3,+1,), (3,-3),(3,-1). In 

our case, a (3,-1) point or bond critical point is generally found between two 

neighboring nuclei, indicating the existence of a bond between them. 
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Popelier and Bader [220] employed the AIM analysis to address several 

important chemical issues [221] where he proposed a set of criteria for the existence of 

hydrogen bond within AIM formalism. Two of these criteria are related to electron 

density )(r  and the Laplacian of the electron density )(2 r  evaluated at the bond 

critical point (BCP) of two hydrogen-bonded atoms. In general, if hydrogen bond exists, 

the range of )(r and )(2 r  are 0.002-0.035 and 0.024-0.139 a.u., respectively [220]. 

We have tabulated the   topological parameters collected in Table 4.5. It is evident 

from this table that the values of )(r and )(2 r  in the C8O-β-Glc, in HO6…O4 

interaction are 0.0209 and 0.0730 a.u, respectively. However, in the C8O-β-Gal, 

HO6…O4 and HO4…O3 interaction, they were 0.0332, 0.0217 and 0.1217, 0.0839 a. u, 

respectively. These characteristic electron densities at BCP imply the presence of 

hydrogen bond interaction. 

The Laplacian of charge density at the bond critical point, )(2 r , is the sum of 

the curvatures in the charge density along any orthogonal coordinate axes at the BCP. 

The sign of )(2 r  indicates whether the charge density is locally depleted 

0)(2  r , or locally concentrated 0)(2  r . Thus, when the curvatures are 

negative i.e. (λ1) and (λ2) dominate at the BCP, the electronic charge is locally 

concentrated within the inter atomic regions leading to interaction such as covalent or 

polarized bonds and being characterized by large )(r values, 0)(2  r , and |λ2|/λ3 > 

1.  

On the other hand, if the curvature is positive, i.e. λ3, is dominant,, the electronic 

density is locally concentrated in each of the atomic basins. The interaction is now 

referred to as a closed-shell and it is characteristic of highly ionic bonds, hydrogen 
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bonds, or van der Waals interactions. It is characterized by relatively low )(r values 

0)(2  r , and |λ2|/λ3 < 1 [186]. The molecular graphs (indicating critical points and 

bond paths) for these two molecules are shown in Figure 4.4. The position of the bond's 

critical point strongly depends on electronegativity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: The atomic orbital composition of the frontier molecular orbital for C8O-

β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal. 
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Figure 4.4: Molecular graph in the C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal. Small red spheres and lines 

correspond to the bond critical points (BCP) and the bond paths, respectively. 

 

 

 

Table 4.5: Topological parameters (in a.u.) E, the electron densities, )(r  at O…H BCPs, their 

Laplacians )(2 r and energetic parameters, )(rV , )(rG  and )(rH  (in kcal/mol) in the  C8O-

β-Glc and  C8O-β-Gal at the B3LYP/6-31G. 

Compound 

studied  
HB-length )(r

 
)(2 r  )(rV

 
)(rG

 
)(rH

 Ellipticity 

C8O-β-Glc HO6…O4=2.11 0.0209 0.0730 -0.0189 0.0186 -0.0003 0.1538 

C8O-β-Gal 

HO6…O4=1.85 5.5555 0.1217 -0.0315 0.0309- -0.0005 0.0338 

HO4…O3=2.89 5.5564 0.0839 -0.0206 0.0206 0.0004 0.3886 
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The values of the electron density )(r , its Laplacian )(2 r , total energy density 

)(rH , electronic kinetic energy density )(rG , and electronic potential energy density 

)(rV , at BCP, are given in Table 4.5. For C8O-β-Glc, the molecular graph represents 

one intra-molecular hydrogen bond, while for C8O-β-Gal, the molecular graph 

represents two intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. The signs of )(2 r  and )(rH  in the 

C8O-β-Glc are positive and negative, respectively. Therefore, this bond is classified as 

partially covalent–partially electrostatic (Pc-Pe) [222]. 

 In addition, the values of )(2 r  and )(rH , in C8O-β-Gal for the HO6…O4 

interaction are positive and negative, respectively, but in the HO4…O3 interaction, they 

are positive. Therefore, HO6…O4 interaction is partially covalent-partially electrostatic, 

while the HO4…O3 interaction is van der Waals. By comparing the values of )(2 r , 

and )(rH , it can be concluded that the partially covalent–partially electrostatic of 

HO6…O4 in C8O-β-Gal is greater than in C8O-β-Glc, and in good agreement with the 

smaller HO6…O4 distance calculated in C8O-β-Gal. The density change is due to the 

charge transfer from the proton acceptor to the proton donor (X-H) bond. The process 

increases the O-H's bond length, and decreases the charge density in both C8O-β-Glc 

and C8O-β-Gal, causing the bond to be weaker. Consequently, the electrons are 

delocalized in the bond. 

The total electron energy density )(rH , and the Laplacian )(2 r , at BCP are 

two topological parameters often applied to classify and characterize hydrogen bonds. It 

should be mentioned that hydrogen bond is characterized by )(rH < 0 and )(2 r  < 0 

for strong hydrogen bonds, while medium hydrogen bonds with )(rH < 0 , and )(2 r  

> 0, and )(rH > 0 , and )(2 r  > 0 are established for the weaker ones [120].  
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From the current work, the HO6…O4 interaction in the C8O-β-Glc [ )(r =0.0209,            

)(2 r =0.0730, )(rH = -0.0003] and those of the C8O-β-Gal [ )(r =0.0332, )(2 r = 

0.1217, )(rH =-0.0005] are classified as medium hydrogen bonds. In addition, the 

HO4…O3 hydrogen bonds in the C8O-β-Gal [ )(r = 0.0217, )(2 r =0.0839, )(rH

=+0.00040] are placed in the weak hydrogen bonds category. The values of )(r and 

)(2 r  at HO6…O4 bond critical points in the C8O-β-Gal are greater than the 

corresponding values in the C8O-β-Glc. On the other hand, for the HO6…O4 in the 

C8O-β-Gal, the bond length is shorter than the corresponding value in the C8O-β-Glc 

(see Table 4.2). Thus, the HO6…O4 hydrogen bond in the C8O-β-Gal is stronger than 

that in C8O-β-Glc. Furthermore, comparing two hydrogen bonds in C8O-β-Gal, we can 

assume that the HO6…O4 hydrogen bond is stronger than HO4…O3. 

Another interesting parameter is ellipticity (ε), defined as follows: 









 1)(

2

1




  (4.1) 

where 1  and 2  are the curvatures of the density with respect to the two principal axes 

X and Y. It is indicative of the similarity between the perpendicular curvatures ( 1  and 

2 ) at the BCP. In terms of the orbital model of electronic structure, ellipticity provides 

a quantitative measure of the π-bond character and delocalization of the electronic 

charge. Also, ellipticity is a measure of bond stability, i.e. high ellipticity values 

indicate instability of the bond [89, 223]. As shown in Table 4.5, ellipticity (ε) in the 

C8O-β-Glc is 0.1538 a.u for the HO6…O4, while in the C8O-β-Gal, it is 0.0338 a.u. 

This means that hydrogen bond in the C8O-β-Glc is unstable compared to C8O-β-Gal. 

The ellipticity of two positions (HO6…O4, HO4…O3) in the C8O-β-Gal is 0.0338 and 
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0.3886, respectively. These values show that hydrogen bonding in the HO6…O4 

interaction is more stable than the bond in HO4…O3. 

4.6  Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis 

In the NBO analysis [187], electronic wave functions are interpreted in terms of 

a set of occupied Lewis and a set of unoccupied non-Lewis localized orbitals. 

Delocalization effects can be identified from the presence of off-diagonal elements of 

the Fock matrix in the NBO basis. The strengths of these delocalization interactions 

)2(E  are estimated by second order perturbation theory. In addition, the stabilization 

energy )2(E  associated with ji   delocalization is explicitly estimated by the 

following equation: 

ij

iij

jiF
qEE

 


2
)2( ),(

 (4.2) 

where iq  is the thi  donor orbital occupancy,    and    are diagonal elements (orbital 

energies) and ),( jiF
 is the off-diagonal element, respectively, associated with the NBO 

Fock matrix. Therefore, there is a direct relationship between ),( jiF  off-diagonal 

elements and the orbital overlap. NBO analysis is a sufficient approach to investigate 

the effect of the stereoelctronic interactions on the reactivity and dynamic behaviors of 

chemical compounds. The larger the )2(E  value, the more [187] intensive the interaction 

between electron donors and electron acceptors [205, 224]. The formation of hydrogen 

bonds in the C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal implies that certain amounts of electronic 

charge are transferred from the lone pair to the anti–bonding orbital. 
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Furthermore, some of the significant donor-acceptor interactions and their second 

order perturbation stabilization energies )2(E , which are calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G 

level of theory for studied compounds, are given in Table4.6. The orbital energies (ε), 

are reported in a.u., while the second order perturbation energies are reported in 

kcal/mol. As can be seen from Table 4.6, electronic charge is transferred from a lone 

pair orbital n(O) atom in the donor fragment to σ*(O-H) anti-bonding orbital of the 

acceptor fragment. The lengthening of the O-H bond is a result of such σ*(O-H) 

character (HO6…O4=2.11 for C8O-β-Glc and HO6…O4 =1.85, HO4…O3=2.09 for 

C8O-β-Gal). 

The stabilization energies of n(O)→σ*(O–H), are 4.85, 0.73 and 11.55, 3.49 

kcal/mol ) in the C8O-β-Glc and in the C8O-β-Gal, respectively. In the C8O-β-Glc, the 

charge transfer energy is smaller than that in the C8O-β-Gal. These must be higher than 

the mentioned threshold limit for the other positions. A comparison between the NBO 

analysis of C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal shows that the value of second-order perturbation 

energy for (n2O4→σ*(O6–HO6) is higher than the value of (n2O3 →σ*(O4–HO4). 

Hence, the strength of hydrogen bond in the C8O-β- Gal is greater than that in the C8O-

β-Glc.  

On the other hand, we can see (Table 4.6) that the lowest value (0.73 kcal/mol) is 

observed for C8O-β-Glc in (n2O3→σ*(O4–HO4). This means that the hydrogen bond in 

(n2O3 →σ*(O4–HO4) is weaker than that of (n2 O4→σ*(O6–HO6). The data clearly 

indicates that the bonds (HO6…O4) and (HO4…O3) are favorably constructed in the 

C8O-β-Gal, but are almost impossible to be built in HO4…O3 in the C8O-β-Glc. Our 

calculation shows that the energy gaps between HOMO and LUMO in the C8O-β-Glc 

and C8O-β-Gal are 0.49659 and 0.47510 (a.u), respectively. The calculated data are 

shown in Figure 4.3. 
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In addition, the calculated wavelengths for the understudied compounds are 2497 

and 2610 mm, respectively, thus falling in the short–wavelength infrared region (1400 - 

3000) [224] . Therefore, as the results show, these materials absorb the infrared 

frequency, which may be exploited as an infrared sensor material, similar to that 

suggested for carbohydrates previously [225]. 

 

 

 

Table 4.6: The second-order perturbation energies,      (kcal/mol), corresponding to the most 

important charge transfer interaction (donor→acceptor) in the C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal at the 

B3LYP/6-31G. 

Compound  

studied 

Donor NBO( i ) 

n(O) 

Acceptor NBO( j ) 

σ*(O-H) 

)2(E  (kcal/mol) 

(O)→σ*(O-H) 

ij    

C8O-β-Glc 

LP(2)O4 BD*(1)HO6-O6 4.85 0.79 

LP(2)O3 BD*(1)HO4-O4 0.73 0.74 

C8O-β-Gal 

LP(2)O4 BD*(1)HO6-O6 11.55 1.04 

LP(2)O3 BD*(1)HO4-O4 3.49 0.78 
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Chapter 5 has the objective to analyze the intra-molecular hydrogen bond for four 

compounds; α/β-D-mannose (α/β-Man) and the corresponding glycolipids, n-octyl-α/β-

D-mannopyranoside (C8O-α/β-Man) to get an insight into the nature of their bonding. 

Hence, the density functional theory was used to calculate the equilibrated 

geometry/electronic energy of these structures, while AIM was used to characterize the 

nature of the intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. Useful parameters, such as electronic 

density at the critical point and its Laplacian [207] are used to estimate the strength of 

the hydrogen bonds. The natural bond orbital [187, 208] analysis was applied to analyze 

the charge transfer effect on the OH…O interaction of the calculated data. From the 

detailed investigation on the energy and intra-molecular hydrogen bond at C1 position 

of these compounds, the implications to the biological systems at the structural and 

functional levels may be understood. 

5.1 The geometry parameters 

The bond lengths and bond angles of carbohydrates, such as α/β-Man and C8O-

α/β-Man at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory are presented in Table 5.1. The bond 

lengths of hydroxyl groups of O1-HO1, O2-HO2, O3-HO3, O4-HO4 and O6-HO6 have 

normal values of about 0.97 ± 0.01 Å. From the AIM theory (see later discussion), in α-

anomers (α-Man and C8O-α- Man), an extra intra-molecular hydrogen bond is observed 

to correspond to O2…HO3. On the other hand, in the β-anomer (β-Man and C8O-β-

Man), two extra bonds are observed to correspond to O1…HO2 and O2…HO3. These 

intra-molecular hydrogen bonds are expected to be weaker than the normal covalent O-

H. The optimized O2…HO3 bond length in α-Man and C8O-α-Man is about 2.19 and 

2.18 Å, respectively. For β-Man and C8O-β-Man, the values of hydrogen bond lengths 

in (O2…HO3) position is 2.18 and 2.16 Å, respectively, while hydrogen bond lengths 

for β-Man and C8O-β-Man in (O1…HO2) position are 2.17 and 217 Å, respectively. It 
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should be noted that the normal covalent bond length is 0.96 Å, while that of the 

intermolecular hydrogen bond in the carbohydrate moiety is in the range of 1.8-2.6 Å 

[209]. The calculated hydrogen bond distances for both of α/β-D of glucopyranose, 

galactoptranose, mannopyranose and allopyranose are in the range of 2-3 Å [212, 213, 

226, 227]. 

 

5.2 The thermodynamic properties 

The thermodynamic properties of investigated compounds at the B3LYP/6-31G 

level of theory are given in Table 5.2. By comparing the electronic energies of both α- 

and β-anomers, it is clear that β-anomers are more stable than α-anomers. The 

differences in electronic energies between α-Man and β-D-Man are 0.75 kcal/mol, while 

between C8O-α-Man and C8O-β-Man are 1.38 kcal/mol. On the other hand, the 

Table 5.1: The geometrical parameters for α/β-Man and C8O-α/β-Man (the bond lengths in Å 

and the bond angles in degree), at the B3LYP/6-31 G by DFT method.  

       α-Man β-Man C8O-α-Man C8O-β-Man 

Covalent bond lengths (Å)     

O1-HO1 5.64 5.64 - - 

O2-HO2 5.64 5.64 5.64 5.64 

O3-HO3 5.64 5.64 5.64 5.64 

O4-HO4 5.64 5.64 5.64 5.64 

O6-HO6 5.64 5.64 5.64 5.64 

Hydrogen bond  lengths (Å)     

O1…HO2 - 2.17 - 5.64 

O2…HO3 5.66 5.64 5.64 5.61 

Hydrogen bond angle (º)     

O2-HO2-O1 - 110.94 - 666 

O3-HO3-O2 
666.65 665.65 665 665 
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differences in electronic energies between α-Man and C8O-α-Man are 197303.9 

kcal/mol, while it is 197304.5kcal/mol between β-Man and C8O-β-Man. These results 

show that sugars with straight chains (C8) could be more stable than sugars lacking one. 

As can be seen in Table 5.2, all of the electronic energy is exothermic. In addition, the 

dipole moment in β-anomers is weaker than α- anomers. 

 

5.3 The electronic properties 

Table 5.3 summarizes the electronic properties of these non-ionic surfactant, 

including the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital        , energy of the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital        , ionization energy ( I ), electron affinity (

A ), chemical hardness ( ), electronic chemical potential (  ), electrophilicity index       

( ), and softness ( S ). The HOMO represents the ability to donate an electron, LUMO 

acts as an electron acceptor representing the ability to obtain an electron, The HOMO 

and LUMO energy are calculated using the B3LYP/6-31G method for investigated 

molecules, as shown in Figures 5.1‒5.4.  Both the highest occupied molecular orbital 

and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital are the main orbitals taking part in 

chemical stability [228]. The electrophilicity index was defined as new descriptor to 

Table 5.2: The thermodynamic properties for α/β-Man and C8O-α/β-Man at the B3LYP/6-31 

G level of theory in the gas phase. 

Thermodynamic 

properties 
α-Man β-Man C8O-α-Man C8O-β-Man 

.).( uaE 141.6541- 141.6564- 6556.5146- -1001.3693 

.).(
0

uaH -686.7292 -686.7304 -1000.9170 -1000.9190 

.).(
0

uaG -686.7797 -686.7809 -1000.9961 -1000.9979 

)(Debye 4.9 4.1 5.7 5.3 
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quantify the global electrophilic nature of molecule within a relative scale [197]. The 

chemical hardness, electronic chemical potential, and softness are global reactivity 

descriptors [217, 218]. The stability of chemical species can be associated with its 

hardness. The soft molecules have a small energy band gap, but hard molecules have a 

larger one [182, 219]. 

According to our results, the energy band gap for β-Man and C8O-β-Man are 

0.4880 and 0.4908 eV, which are higher than those for α-Man and C8O-α-Man, which 

are 0.4793 and 0.4789 eV, respectively. This is indicative of the fact that β-Man and 

C8O-β-Man is a harder species compared to α-Man and C8O-α-Man. 

 

 

Table 5.3: Calculated the highest occupied molecular orbital energy
)(HOMO , and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy 
)(LUMO , ionization energy ( I ), electron 

affinity ( A ), chemical hardness ( ), electronic chemical potential (  ), electrophilicity 

index ( ), and softness ( S ) of studied compounds  at the B3LYP/6-31G level.  

Electronic properties α-Man β-Man C8O-α-Man C8O-β-Man 

Energy of LUMO 0.2036 5.5516 5.5516 5.5656 

Energy of HOMO -0.2756 -0.2818 -0.2724 -0.2774 

Band gap(
)( HLE  ) 0.4739 5.6445 5.6446 5.6654 

Ionization energy 5.5401 5.5464 5.5456 5.5446 

Electron affinity -0.2036 -0.2061 -0.2064 -0.2134 

Chemical hardness 5.5561 5.5665 5.5566 5.5606 

Electronic chemical potential  -0.3060 -0.0378 -0.0330 -0.0320 

Electrophilicity index 0.0054 5.5506 5.5560 5.5565 

Softness 6.6456 6.5645 6.6415 6.5464 

Note: All units are (e.V.) 
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Figure 5.1: The NBO composition of the frontier orbitals (HOMO) for α/β-Man. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: The NBO composition of the frontier orbitals (LUMO) for α/β-Man. 
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Figure 5.3: The NBO composition of the frontier orbitals (HOMO) for C8O-α/β-Man. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.4: The NBO composition of the frontier orbitals (LUMO) for C8O-α/β-Man. 
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5.4 Atoms in molecules (AIM) analysis 

The Atoms in molecules (AIM) [186] theory provides a very useful tool to 

analyze bond types via parameters, such as electron density )(r , the Laplacian of the 

electron density, )(2 r , and the ellipticity, ε, which are computed at the bond critical 

point (BCP) [221]. This theory is widely used as a theoretical tool to understand and 

analyze hydrogen bonds. Generally, for hydrogen bonds, the range of electron density 

and the Laplacian are 0.002-0.035 and 0.024-0.139 a.u., respectively [220]. The 

topological parameters and molecular graphs (indicating critical points and bond paths) 

of the investigated compounds are exhibited in Table 5.4. 

The position of the bond critical point (Small red spheres) strongly depends on 

electronegativity. It is evident from the table that the value of )(r  and )(2 r  for 

these compounds in O1…HO2 and O2…HO3 positions are in the range of 0.0185-

0.0186, 0.0174 - 0.0186, 0.0771- 0.0768 and 0.0744 - 0.0792 a.u., respectively. These 

values of electron densities at BCP imply the presence of hydrogen bonding interaction. 

For α-anomers, the molecular graphs represent one intra-molecular hydrogen bond, 

while for the β-anomers, the molecular graphs represent two intra-molecular hydrogen 

bonds (See Figures 5.5‒5.6). 

Two topological parameters at BCP are often applied to classify and characterize 

hydrogen bonds [186]. The Laplacian, )(2 r , and the total energy density, 
)(rH , in 

all of the above hydrogen bonds are positive and negative, respectively. Therefore, these 

bonds are classified as medium hydrogen bonds and  partially covalent-partially 

electrostatic (Pc-Pe) [222]. The electron density for α-D-Man and C8O-α-Man in 

HO3…O2 position is between 0.0185-0.0186 a.u., while it is for β-Man and C8O-β-D-

Man in O2…HO3 position in the range of 0.0174 - 0.0177 a.u., and it is in O1…HO2 
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position in range of 0.0185-0.0186 a.u., respectively. The density change is due to the 

charge transfer from the proton donor (O-H) bond. Consequently, the electrons are 

delocalized in the bond. Ellipticity is a measure of the bond’s stability, i.e., high 

ellipticity value indicates an unstable bond [204]. The instability order of hydrogen 

bond in α-anomers and β-anomers are: 

α-Man > C8O-α- Man 

β-Man (O2…HO3) > C8O-β-Man (O2…. HO3)  

β-Man (O1…HO2) > C8O-β-Man (HO2… O1) 

As a result of this, the hydrogen bond for β-Man and C8O-β-Man in O1…HO2 

position is more stable than the ones in the O2… HO3 position. Furthermore, hydrogen 

bond in C8O-α-Man is slightly more stable than α-Man. The stability of α- and β- 

anomers increases with increasing lengths of linear carbon chains. 

Table 5.4: Topological parameters E (in a.u.), the electron densities )(r , at O…H BCPs, their 

Laplacians )(2 r and energetic parameters )(rV , )(rG , and  )(rH ( in kcal/mol) in the α/β-Man 

and C8O-α/β-Man at the B3LYP/6-31G. 

Compound 

studied 
HB-length )(r

 
)(2 r  )(rV

 
)(rG

 
)(rH

 Ellipticity 

α-Man HO3…O2=2.19 0.0185 5.5466 -0.0173 0.0179 -0.0006 5.6665 

β-Man 

HO2…O1=2.17 5.5641 5.5414 -0.0174 5.5645 -0.0009 0.8390 

HO3…O2=2.18 0.0174 0.0758 -0.0163 0.0176 -0.0013 1.100 

C8O-α-Man HO3…O2=2.18 0.0186 5.5465 -0.0173 0.0180 -0.0007 5.4454 

C8O-β-Man 

HO2…O1=2.17 0.0185 5.5446 -0.0173 0.0183 -0.0009 5.4565 

HO3…O2=2.16 5.5644 0.0765 -0.0165 5.5644 -0.0012 0.9182 
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Figure 5.5: Molecular graph in the α/β-Man. Small red spheres and lines correspond to the bond 

critical points (BCP) and the bond paths, respectively. 

 

            

 

 

Figure 5.6: Molecular graph in the C8O-α/β-Man. Small red spheres and lines correspond to the 

bond critical points (BCP) and the bond paths, respectively. 
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5.5 Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis 

NBO analysis is a robust technique to investigate the effects of the stereolectronic 

interactions on the reactivity and dynamic behaviors of chemical compounds. The larger 

the )2(E  value are more intensive the interactions. The formation of hydrogen bonds in 

all of the investigated compounds implies that certain amounts of electronic charges are 

transferred from the lone pair to the anti-bonding orbital. As can be seen from our 

results in Table 5.5, electron charge is transferred from a lone pair n (O) atom in a donor 

fragment, to σ* (O−H) anti-bonding orbital of an acceptor fragment. The stabilization 

energies )2(E in the α-Man and C8O-α-Man in O2…HO3 position are 2.56 and 2.57, 

respectively. A comparison between the NBO analysis of these two compounds show 

that there is no significant difference of second-order perturbation energy. Moreover, 

the stabilization energies )2(E  are 1.81 and 1.92 in O2…HO3 position, and are 2.21 and 

2.28 kcal/mol in O1…HO2 position for β-Man and C8O-β-Man, respectively. Therefore, 

the strength of hydrogen bond in C8O-β-Man is greater than that in the β-Man. The 

hydrogen bond in O2…HO3 position is weaker than that of the O1…HO2 position. 

These data clearly indicate that α-anomers have one hydrogen bond, while β-anomers 

have two hydrogen bonds. As a result, the hydrogen bond in α-anomers is stronger than 

β- anomers. 
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Table 5.5: The second-order perturbation energies, 
)2(E  (kcal/mol), corresponding to the most 

important charge transfer interaction (donor→acceptor) in the α/β-Man and C8O-α/β-Man at the 

B3LYP/6-31G. 

Compounds  

studied 

Donor NBO( i ) 

n(O) 

Acceptor NBO( j ) 

σ*(O-H) 

)2(E  (kcal/mol) 

(O)→σ*(O-H) 

ij    

α-Man LP(2)O3 BD*(2)HO3-O2 2.56 5.44 

β-Man LP(1)O3 BD*(1)HO3-O2 6.46 5.64 

C8O-α-Man 

LP(1)O2 BD*(1)HO2-O1 5.56 6.55 

LP(2)O3 BD*(1)HO3-O2 5.04 0.77 

C8O-β-Man 

LP(1)O3 BD*(1)HO3-O2 6.65 0.98 

LP(2)O2 BD*(1)HO2-O1 5.54 1.00 
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In this investigation (Chapter 6), we examined the usefulness of local reactivity 

descriptors in order to predict the reactivity of carbon atom sites on the external 

surface of (3, 0) zigzag SWNTs. Several other configurations of the SWNTs were 

explored including (7,0) zigzag and (5,5) armchair. However, small-diameter 

nanotubes are more popular due to their high curvature, leading to properties different 

from those of large-diameter SWNTs [160, 229].  Therefore, in this chapter we 

presented the interactions between (3,0) zigzag carbon nanotubes and n-octyl-β-D-

glucopyranoside (C8O-β-Glc) and the analysis in both gas and solution phases based 

on the density functional theory (DFT) methods. Our computational strategy was to 

obtain optimal structures at the B3LYP/6-31G level, and to use these structures for 

binding energy calculations at similar levels. Finally, the highest occupied molecular 

orbital lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and energy gaps of complexes were also 

determined. 

6.1 Fukui calculations 

In order to determine the regioselectivity of (3, 0) zigzag SWNTs, the following 

reactivity descriptors, )(kf 
, )(ks

, )(/)( ksks 
 and )(2 kf  were considered and 

summarized in Table 6.1. These descriptors are used to predict the most favored carbon 

atom for a nucleophilic attack. Similarly, for an electrophilic attack, we utilized )(kf 
, 

)(ks
, )(/)( ksks 

and )(2 kf . It should be mentioned that )(2 kf  has the capability to 

evaluate both nucleophilic and electrophilic attacks. 0)(2 kf  implies that the site 

favors an nucleophilic attack, while the site is susceptible to an electrophilic attack if 

0)(2 kf . Mulliken population analysis (MPA) is used to calculate these reactivity 

descriptors. 
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Figure 6.1(a), shows )(kf 
and )(kf 

 derived from MPA for (3, 0) zigzag 

SWNTs exhibit exactly the same trend at B3LYP/6-31G functions. Moreover, Fukui 

functions and the corresponding local softness also display very similar trends. In 

addition, the carbon atoms with high electrophilicity (i.e., having high )(kf 
 and 

)(ks
 values) also show high nucleophilicity (i.e., having high )(kf 

 and )(ks
 

values). Therefore, we have also plotted the  )(/)( ksks 
 , )(/)( ksks 

 and )(2 kf  

functions versus the carbon position for electrophilic and nucleophilic attacks, in Figure 

6.1(b), respectively. It is encouraging to note that )(/)( ksks 
 and )(2 kf , which are 

derived from MPA at B3LYP/6-31G, displays a similar  trend. 

For a nucleophilic attack, the trends of )(/)( ksks 
 and )(2 kf  for the selected carbon 

atoms are summarized in the following form: 

C1 > C2 > C4 > C3 > C6 > C5     for )(/)( ksks 
 

C2 > C1 > C4 > C3 > C6 > C5      for )(2 kf  

Table 6.1: The values of       ,      ,  
     

     
 ,  

     

     
  ,      ,       and        derived from 

MPA schemes at the B3LYP/6-31G level for various carbon atoms of (3,0) zigzag SWNT.  

Carbon 

atom*  
            

     

     
             

     

     
       

1 0.0200 0.5145 1.544 0.0145 0.3310 0.6433 0.0056 

2 0.0255 0.6558 1.4593 0.0196 0.4494 0.6852 0.0059 

3 0.0180 0.4630 1.0066 0.0201 0.4599 0.9934 -0.0021 

4 0.0239 0.6137 1.1588 0.0231 0.5296 0.8630 0.0007 

5 0.0277 0.7117 0.9246 0.0336 0.7698 1.0816 -0.0060 

6 0.0076 0.1948 0.9636 0.0088 0.2021 1.0377 -0.0013 

*The carbon atom label is given in Figures 3.2. 
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Based on the )(/)( ksks 
 and )(2 kf  results, we found that C1, C2, C4 and C3 

atoms are highly preferred for a nucleophilic attack, while the trend of )(/)( ksks 
 is 

the opposite of )(/)( ksks 
, and unlikely for a electrophilic attack. Figure 6.1(b) 

displays that the curve of )(/)( ksks 
 is opposite to that of )(2 kf  in the population 

analysis using the same method. We predict that the highly preferred sites for an 

electrophilic attack are C5 and C6. To determine the adsorption behavior of C8O-β-Glc 

on the external surface of (3, 0) zigzag SWNTs, the electronic energy of (3, 0) zigzag 

carbon nanotubes and n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (C8O-β-Glc) are separately 

calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory in gas phase and water solvents. The 

computational results are given in Table 6.2. 

(a) (b) 

  

Figure 6.1: Variation of reactivity descriptors derived from MPA for different carbon atoms on 

the surface of (3,0) zigzag SWNTs computed at B3LYP/6-31G level, for  (a) )(kf 
, )(ks

, 

)(kf 
 and )(ks

, and (b) for )(/)( _ ksks
, )(/)( ksks 

,  and )(2 kf . 

6.2 Energy calculations  

The binding energy of various configurations of surfactants relaxed on the 

CNT’s surface are determined using the same method. Figures 6.2‒6.3 show the 
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optimized structures of complexes (carbon nanotube-surfactant)–namely, B1H (CNT1–

surfactant head group), B1T (CNT1–surfactant tail group), B2H (CNT2–surfactant head 

group) and B2T (CNT2–surfactant tail group) in the gas phase. Here, we used B to 

represent the (3, 0) SWNTs, while A represents the surfactant (C8O-β-Glc). As seen in 

Table 6.3, the adsorption binding energy for complexes is exothermic. 

 

From Table 6.3, bE  shows that B1H complex (low concentration) 

demonstrates a favorable interaction. Furthermore, our computed results demonstrate 

that C5 and C6 atoms are predicted to highly prefer an electrophilic attack based on the 

values of Table 6.1. Therefore, one can conclude that an electrophilic attack is predicted 

to take place at the C6 site on the surface of (3,0) zigzag SWNTs. Briefly, an 

electrophilic attack happens when the oxygen atom of the OH group in sugar molecule 

(a nucleophile) are bound to the C6 carbon atom (an electrophile) (See Figure 6.2 arrow 

1). Consequently, the hydrogen atom from the sugar OH (an electrophile) binds to the 

C3 (a nucleophile) position of the carbon nanotube (see Figure 6.2. arrow 2). These 

interaction mechanisms are identified as chemisorption, i.e. chemical reaction between a 

surface and an adsorbate. Chemisorption usually shows binding energies in the range of 

1–10 eV. It is characterized by high enthalpy values (80–240 kJ/mol) [230, 231]. The 

interaction energies and enthalpy that are calculated for B1H complex were -2.67 eV 

and -245 kJ/mol, respectively. 

Table 6.2: Calculated structural parameters of C8O-β-Glc and (3, 0) zigzag SWNTs at the 

B3LYP/6-31 G level in gas and solution phases.                                                              

Studied 

compounds 

 E (eV) µ(D) 

Diameter (Å) gas phase PCM gas phase PCM 

C8O-β-Glc - -27247.17 -27247.61 4.01 4.23 

(3,0) zigzag 2.41 -37378.52 -37379.13 0.03 0.01 
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Moreover, our data shows that chemisorption process happens in a B2H 

complex (high concentration) (Figure 6.3), as observed in the binding energy value in 

Table 6.3 (1.4 eV) and the enthalpy value in Table 6.4 (-123 kJ/mol). Although these 

values fit the criteria of a chemisorption process, we did not observe any binding 

between the carbon nanotube and the headgroup of the sugar [171]. This is because the 

binding energy value required for the B2H complex formation may not be enough to 

overcome the intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the two sugar head groups. 

Table 6.3: Calculated binding energies of (3, 0) zigzag SWNTs in low concentration (one-surfactant) 

and high concentration (two-surfactants) in two configuration (head and tail) in gas and solution 

phases at the B3LYP/6-31G level. 

Optimized complexes 
gas phase PCM 

E(complex) (eV) ΔEb (eV) E(complex) (eV) ΔEb (eV) 

Low concentration B1H -64628.37 -2.67 -64629.19 -2.45 

 B1T -64625.73 -0.04 -64626.77 -0.03 

High concentration B2H -91874.26 -1.40 -91875.28 -0.92 

 B2T -91873.28 -0.43 -91874.81 -0.45 

 

On the other hand, the calculations show that the adsorptions for the rest of the 

complexes are identified as physiosorption. In recent years, binding energies have 

frequently been used to analyze the different physisorption and chemisorption processes 

of SWNTs [232, 233]. Table 6.4 is given Gibbs free energy and enthalpy complexes at 

the B3LYP/6-31G level. 

For both orientations with low concentration of surfactants (B1H and B1T), the 

total Gibbs free energies (∆G°) of the CNT-surfactant are calculated to be -192 and 32 

kJ/mol respectively, while those for high concentration of surfactant (B2H and B2T), 

are -23 and 55 kJ/mol, respectively, in the gas phase.  

The calculated Gibbs free energy shows that the complexes with head group of 

surfactant (B1H and B2H) are thermodynamically more favorable in the gas phase. In 
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addition, as the number of surfactants surrounding the carbon nanotubes increases, the 

binding energy exhibits sensitivity with respect to the increase in the concentration of 

the surfactant. In tail configurations from low concentration to high concentration ( B1T 

to B2T), the values of binding energies increased from -0.04 eV to around -0.43 eV. 

Additionally, in the head group from low concentration to high concentration (B1H to 

B2H), a decrease from -2.67 eV to around -1.40 eV is detected to be interacting with 

carbon nanotubes. It can be clearly seen that the binding energy from B1T to B2T 

increases, but the binding energy from B1H to B2H decreases in the gas phase. As a 

result, in small carbon nanotube, increasing concentration of surfactant with tail 

configuration on the external surface of (3,0) SWNTs, could better disperse carbon 

nanotubes in a similar manner to other  surfactants [234, 235]. 

Table 6.4: Calculated Gibbs free energy and enthalpy of 

complexes of (3,0) zigzag SWNTs at the B3LYP/6-31G 

level. 

Complexes      (kJ/mol)      (kJ/mol) 

B1H -192 -245 

B1T 32 2 

B2H -23 -123 

B2T 55 -29 

 

The results indicate that as the number of surfactant increases on the external 

surface of SWNTs, the CNT-head configuration became less stable compared to the 

CNT tail configuration. The dispersion of carbon nanotubes also increases with 

increasing tail configuration of surfactants on the external surface of carbon nanotubes. 

Calculated data shows that the difference of the binding energy between the gas 

and the solution phases for the CNT-tail configuration is not high, and it is significantly 

higher for CNT-head configuration. These values in water, as a solvent for B1T and 

B2T complexes, are (-0.04 to -0.03) and (-0. 43 to -0.45) eV, respectively, whereas 
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these values for B1H and B2H complexes are (-2.67 to -2.45) and (-1.40 to -0.92) eV, 

respectively. Therefore, the energy difference between the gas and the structure in an 

aqueous phase in tail groups is 0.23 and 0.46 kcal/mol, while those for head group are 

5.07 and 11.06 kcal/mol, suggesting that a complex with tail group in water is more 

stable than in the gas phase. This trend could be explained by the strong interactions 

detected between head solvent and the weak interaction of tail-solvent. For a CNT-head 

complex, individual surfactants are more stable when PCM is used compared to the 

configuration of the complex, for which the head of the surfactant is not free to 

completely interact with the solvents. On the other hand, individual and in-complex 

configurations of the surfactant in CNT-tail are similarly stabilized by PCM. It seems 

that the head configuration in the surfactant has a greater tendency to interact with 

water, while the tail configuration in the surfactant interacts better with the surface of 

carbon nanotubes. Therefore, it can be proposed that the tail's configuration in the 

solution phase is more stable than in the gas phase, but the head configuration is less 

stable in the solution phase. 

From the optimized structures, the HOMO-LUMO band gap is determined to be 

the differences between the HOMO and LUMO, and the electronic chemical potential 

(µ) as half of the energy of the HOMO and LUMO being a measure of the structural 

stability properties. Table 6.5 displays the quantum molecular descriptions of all the 

optimized structures of complexes. The results point out that the HOMO-LUMO energy 

gap of (3,0) is 0.0380 eV. Following the relaxation of surfactants onto SWNTs, the 

lowest band gap is obtained in B1H; (This value is 0.0431 eV). Therefore, there is a 

change in the conductivity due to the binding of the surfactant with head orientation. 

This finding confirms the stability of this complex in the gas phase. 
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Table 6.5: Calculated highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), energy gap for (3,0) zigzag SWNT with 

their complexes and chemical potential (μ) at the B3LYP/6-31G level. 

Complexes HOMO LUMO 
Energy gap 

(eV) 

Chemical 

potential 

B -0.1988 -0.1608 0.0380 -0.1798 

B1H -0.1957 -0.1526 0.0431 -0.1741 

B1T -0.2008 -0.1628 0.0380 -0.1818 

B2H -0.2054 -0.1668 0.0386 -0.1861 

B2T -0.2025 -0.1645 0.0380 -0.1835 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Various configurations of C8O-β-Glc residing on the external surface of (3 , 0) SWNTs 

at the B3LYP/6-31G level in the gas phase are depicted here before and after optimization. A 

configuration where CNT interact directly with the surfactant head group, at low concentration, 

B1H is shown in (a) before optimization and (b) after optimization, where the arrow indicate 

oxygen of the surfactant in B1H is bonded to the carbon of C6 of the carbon nanotube at low 

concentration. 
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(C) B1T (e) B2T 

 

 

(d) B2H 

 

Figure 6.3: Various configurations of C8O-β-Glc residing on the external surface of (3, 0) 

SWNTs at the B3LYP/6-31G level in the gas phase is depicted here before and after 

optimization. A configuration where CNT interact directly with the surfactant head group (c) 

B1T configuration (CNT1–Surfactant tail group) after optimization at low concentration. The 

high concentration configurations after optimization are (d) B2H (CNT2–Surfactant head 

group) and (e) B2T (CNT2–Surfactant tail group). 
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In this thesis, the first several methods such as density functional theory (DFT), 

atoms in molecules (AIM), and natural bond orbital (NBO) have been applied to 

understand and explore the behavior of glycolipids with different orientation OH in the 

head group in gas and solution phases with carbon nanotubes. Then, we have examined 

the realization of high accuracy terms of adsorption energies between glycolipid and 

carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and predicted the reactivity of different carbon atom sites of 

the SWNTs understudy by the DFT-based local reactivity descriptor, Fukui function, 

local softness and dual reactivity. 

In the first part of this work, the effects of epimerization at the C4 position of 

C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal were investigated using density functional theory. In C8O-β-

Glc, all the peripheral OH groups are equatorial, while in C8O-β-Gal, OH4 is axial. The 

O-H distances, bond lengths, and the electronic densities at the bond critical points 

(BCP) were used to compare the hydrogen bond's strength in the C8O-β- Glc and C8O-

β-Gal. The results of a detailed population analysis of C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal by 

natural bond orbitals and the atoms in molecules methods can be concluded as follows: 

the higher energy in C8O-β-Gal compared to C8O-β-Glc indicates that the C8O-β-Gal is 

more stable when forming an extra five-membered ring. The BCP calculation shows the 

presence of HB interaction, while further  molecular graph representation shows that 

C8O-β-Gal has two hydrogen bonds, and only one in C8O-β-Glc. Hydrogen bond of type 

HO6…O4 in C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal shows partially covalent–partially electrostatic 

(Pc-Pe) nature, but hydrogen bond of type HO4…O3 exhibit van der Waals nature in 

C8O-β-Gal. Hydrogen bond of type HO6…O4 in both C8O-β-Glc and C8O-β-Gal is 

classified as medium, while hydrogen bond type HO4…O3 in C8O-β-Gal is regarded as 

weak. By comparison, it is apparent that hydrogen bond type HO6…O4 is much 

stronger than HO6...O4 in C8O-β-Gal. The interactions in (n2O3→σ∗(O4–HO4) and in 
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(n2O4→σ∗O6–HO6) are most important for intra-molecular interaction that play a key 

role in the stability of studied compounds in this work. The lowest value (0.73 kcal/mol) 

for C8O-β-Glc in n2O3→σ∗(O4–HO4), and the highest value (11.55 kcal/mol) for C8O-

β-Gal in (n2O4→σ∗(O6–HO6) are observed. In the final of this section work, IR 

frequencies the studied compounds have been recognized to fall into the short-

wavelength-infrared region (1400-3000) nm. As a result of this, these materials absorb 

infrared frequency, which may be exploited as an infrared sensor material similar to that 

suggested for carbohydrate previously [225]. 

In second part of this research, the anomeric effects at the C1 poistion α/β-D-

mannnose with or without length (α-Man, β-Man, C8O-α-Man and C8O-β-Man) were 

investigated using the density functional theory. In α-anomers of these compounds, the 

peripheral OH1 group in C1 is axial, while in β-anomers, OH1 is axial. The bond 

lengths, electronic properties, and the electronic density at the bond critical were used to 

compare the hydrogen bond strengths in these conformers. The higher energy in β-

anomers compared to α-anomers indicate that anomers without chains are more unstable 

than the ones with chains. In addition, the β-Man and C8O-β-Man is more stable than α-

Man and C8O-β-Man. The computational results predicted that the length of chain in 

these kinds of glycolipids could stabilize the compounds in equatorial configuration due 

to the formation of an extra five-membered ring at the O1…HO2 position. Furthermore,  

β-anomers are hard, whereas α-anomers are soft. Therefore, β-anomers are regarded as a 

reactive species when compared to α- anomers. AIM analysis shows all hydrogen bond 

in this investigated compound in two positions; O2…HO3 and O1…HO2 are partially 

covalent-partially electrostatic (Pc-Pe) in nature. Moreover, the hydrogen bond in 

O2…HO3 position is weaker than in O1…HO2 position in β-anomers. By comparing 

α/β- anomers, it is apparent that intra-molecular hydrogen bond in α-anomers is stronger 
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than those in the β-anomers. The formation of two intra-molecular hydrogen bonds in 

the β-Man and C8O-β-Man implies that certain electronic charges are transferred from 

the lone pair to the anti-bonding orbital. On the other hand, natural bond orbital analysis 

confirms that there is only one intra-molecular hydrogen bond in α-Man and C8O-α-

Man while for β-Man and C8O-β-Man, they were two intra-hydrogen bonds. Finally, 

these results agree with preceding molecular dynamic (MD) study of n-octyl-α/β-D-

mannopyranoside in an aqueous solution [171]. 

At the end of this investigation, carbon nanotubes are being utilized for highly-

efficient drug and biomolecule deliveries, due to their large surface areas and unique 

optical and electrical properties. DFT-based local reactivity descriptors have the 

potential of predicting local (site) reactivity of chemical compounds. The local 

reactivity descriptors are calculated based on Mulliken population analysis (MPA) 

schemes. We have found that Fukui functions and the corresponding local softness 

display similar trends. It is predicted that the highly preferred sites for electrophilic 

attack are C5 and C6. From analyzing the data, when the number of surfactant residing 

on the surface of the CNTs increases, the interaction energy of CNT-head and tail 

configurations changes. When the surfactant number is increased, we observed a CNT-

head system being reduced in energy. On the other hand, when more surfactants is 

added, a better binding was observed on the CNT-tail configurations, which means that 

bE (B1T)| is smaller compared to Δ|Eb (B2T)|, due to the hydrophobic effect (more 

surfactants) in the gas and solution phase. Moreover, complexes with CNT-head 

configuration, such as B1H and B2H, are identified as chemisorptions. CNT-tail 

configuration in PCM phase is more stable than the gas phase, but the head 

configuration is less stable in the solution phase. 
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Overall, the subject studied in this thesis confirms that a non-ionic surfactant is 

able to stabilize and disperse carbon nanotubes like other surfactants and polymers. The 

result from the investigations would facilitate the development of in drug delivery 

systems using glycolipids as non-ionic surfactants. (See Figure 7.1) 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: schematic representation of surface functionalization of CNTs with other 

molecules including glycolipids (a) shows new suggestion. (illustration adapted from [121]).  

7.1 Future works 

Some properties such as electronic energy between n-octyl-α/β-D-

glucopyranoside with (7, 0) zigzag and (5, 0) armchair carbon nanotube are calculated 

for understanding chirality effect CNTs on interaction between them. Harmonic 

vibration frequencies, including both Infrared and Raman frequencies of n-octyl-α/β-D-

glucopyranoside in the gas phase were investigated to study the potential energy 

distribution (PED) analysis.      
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Currently, several molecular dynamic simulations are being carried out to study 

the interaction between glyacolipids (studied in thesis) and single-walled carbon 

nanotubes by using Gromacs. The aim of this future work is to investigate the 

mechanism of interaction of CNT-drug/biomolecule complexes with cell membrane. 

We aim to investigate also solvent effect on the interaction between carbon 

nanotubs and glycolipids by PCM.  Moreover, chirality effect carbon nanotubes will be 

investigated with CASTEP, Materials studio. 
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APPENDIX (A) 

Gaussian 09 

A.1 Setting up and Running a typical Gaussian Job   

 This part briefly discusses the setting up and the running Gaussian calculations with 

Gauss View. To build the desired molecule, the first step produces a Gaussian input file. 

The bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles for the molecule will be drawn by 

Gauss View. Once this is completed, Gaussian 09 program will be opened and will 

choose the (.gjf) input file. Then, in the “Existing file job edit” panel which includes 

different part, the path of input file will be written in the %Section part. Next, in the Root 

section, method, the basis set, and job type is presented. Although, the high method and 

basis set gives accurate calculation, it requires an extended period of time to complete. 

We are aware of the fact that the charge and spin fields specify the molecule’s charge and 

spin multiplicity, so, the values for these fields, based on the molecular structure, will be 

selected by GV. If it needs modification, it will be performed at this stage. After finishing 

the job, in the bottom output file (.out), the "normal termination of Gaussian" must be 

checked.  

A.2 Preparation of the input file in Gaussian 09 in Windows and Linux 

environment   

"Input file for beta-mannose" 
%chk=D:\g09\temp\Scratch\A\manose1.chk 

%nprocshared=4 

%mem=500MB 

# b3lyp/6-31g fopt freq 

 

Title Card Required 

 

0 1 

 C                  5.24222138   -2.93231900    2.30906316 

 C                  3.92378941   -2.43664144    2.92817954 

 C                  4.91974894   -3.71317178    1.03313544 

 C                  4.16539161   -2.78071373    0.08385636 

 O                  3.23412860   -1.58413841    1.99486500 

 C                  2.88618545   -2.28970798    0.78987884 

 O                  5.92798328   -3.77842563    3.23710352 

 H                  5.86419258   -2.09260736    2.06729103 

 H                  3.30199498   -3.27592402    3.16669008 

 C                  4.23551569   -1.64179641    4.20981695 

 O                  6.12992508   -4.16580550    0.41739141 
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 H                  4.30686994   -4.55580173    1.27167774 

 H                  3.90715080   -3.30829043   -0.81002145 

 O                  4.99022634   -1.65913810   -0.24739955 

 H                  2.27046775   -3.12929094    1.03518664 

 O                  2.17351488   -1.41098371   -0.08435469 

 C                  0.98078000   -0.95504440    0.56139315 

 C                  0.21274119   -0.01885615   -0.38899474 

 C                 -1.07573847    0.47212763    0.29713178 

 C                 -1.83853193    1.40120358   -0.66459036 

 C                 -3.13339688    1.89502417    0.00812731 

 C                 -3.89079471    2.81786254   -0.96582968 

 C                 -5.19024749    3.30848942   -0.30319989 

 C                 -5.94713186    4.22866358   -1.27980340 

 O                  5.06233928   -0.52160532    3.88470186 

 H                  6.12677983   -3.28428836    4.03719882 

 H                  4.74887407   -2.27468377    4.90427068 

 H                  3.32338153   -1.29687047    4.64891569 

 H                  5.92008873   -4.65100498   -0.38526083 

 H                  1.23605876   -0.42455498    1.45390962 

 H                  0.36740133   -1.79569255    0.80984185 

 H                 -0.04226773   -0.54905275   -1.28276548 

 H                  0.82876695    0.82021058   -0.63453502 

 H                 -0.82413104    1.00647178    1.18999133 

 H                 -1.69043680   -0.36738858    0.54696118 

 H                 -2.08628069    0.86383256   -1.55634009 

 H                 -1.22195363    2.23951054   -0.91219365 

 H                 -2.89148563    2.43467209    0.89914781 

 H                 -3.74935121    1.05603038    0.25451481 

 H                 -4.12630404    2.27471800   -1.85725124 

 H                 -3.27777570    3.65979905   -1.21258103 

 H                 -4.95244304    3.85330514    0.58677275 

 H                 -5.80505714    2.46943077   -0.05344128 

 H                 -6.18450921    3.68798018   -2.17206868 

 H                 -5.33206679    5.06785527   -1.52450988 

 H                 -6.85102188    4.57013519   -0.82002654 

 H                  5.87981335   -0.83158364    3.48728677 

 H                  4.51160008   -1.07064289   -0.83704996 
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APPENDIX (B) 

AIM SOFTWARE 

"Input file for beta-mannose" 

 

%chk=D:\g09\temp\Scratch\A\manose1aim.chk 

%nprocshared=4 

%mem=500MB 

# b3lyp/6-31g out=wfn 

 

Title Card Required 

 

0 1 

 C                 -4.59091400    0.23364900    0.07833100 

 C                 -3.62926800    1.21755900   -0.58439000 

 C                 -4.32093700   -1.20354700   -0.37410700 

 C                 -2.86226800   -1.60197600   -0.15929600 

 O                 -2.24759800    0.79756700   -0.28327400 

 C                 -1.90074700   -0.54580400   -0.71143900 

 O                 -5.93023500    0.62173700   -0.31893800 

 H                 -4.46466300    0.30601900    1.16453900 

 H                 -3.79381400    1.21829500   -1.67228900 

 C                 -3.73186200    2.63562600   -0.03491100 

 O                 -5.20934900   -2.11087500    0.33237400 

 H                 -4.58678200   -1.29256800   -1.43287800 

 H                 -2.64918000   -2.56023000   -0.65143200 

 O                 -2.70097800   -1.73987700    1.27715100 

 H                 -1.88999900   -0.56931800   -1.81466900 

 O                 -0.62466500   -0.86145900   -0.17955300 

 C                  0.49980100   -0.03933700   -0.65334700 

 C                  1.77418000   -0.62008500   -0.05627800 

 C                  3.02930200    0.16745900   -0.47709000 

 C                  4.32767900   -0.41402800    0.11142400 

 C                  5.58668600    0.37136300   -0.29782000 

 C                  6.88705300   -0.21359600    0.28208100 

 C                  8.14679300    0.57381600   -0.12300900 

 C                  9.44079900   -0.01895900    0.45707600 

 O                 -3.38007500    2.67236200    1.37134200 

 H                 -6.55186900   -0.06033400    0.01077700 

 H                 -4.76303000    2.98224900   -0.10813600 

 H                 -3.07976400    3.29875500   -0.61980400 

 H                 -4.79821200   -2.29232700    1.20720200 

 H                  0.33818100    0.99690700   -0.34029100 

 H                  0.52043300   -0.07414500   -1.75255800 

 H                  1.86675700   -1.66904800   -0.36679900 

 H                  1.68296900   -0.61923000    1.03799400 

 H                  2.92689900    1.21687900   -0.16197200 

 H                  3.10508200    0.18019400   -1.57510700 

 H                  4.43276000   -1.46198200   -0.20813300 

 H                  4.25167400   -0.43277500    1.20919000 

 H                  5.48298700    1.41808500    0.02709100 
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 H                  5.65844700    0.39597500   -1.39614500 

 H                  6.99344000   -1.25941400   -0.04534900 

 H                  6.81563100   -0.24155100    1.38038100 

 H                  8.04097500    1.61809000    0.20628500 

 H                  8.21620900    0.60379200   -1.22050900 

 H                  9.58880000   -1.05149600    0.11629000 

 H                  9.41130400   -0.03227000    1.55390900 

 H                 10.31887500    0.56253100    0.15322500 

 H                 -2.52245600    2.20722300    1.47307400 

 H                 -1.74623300   -1.67677400    1.48995100 

 

D:\g09\temp\Scratch\A\manose1aim.wfn 
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APPENDIX (C) 

NBO ANALYSIS 

"Output file for beta-mannose" 

 

Second Order Perturbation Theory Analysis of Fock Matrix in NBO 

Basis 

 

     Threshold for printing:   0.50 kcal/mol 

                                                                              E(2)  E(j)-E(i) F(i,j) 

         Donor NBO (i)                    Acceptor NBO (j)                 kcal/mol   a.u.    a.u.  

 

=========================================================================== 

 

 within unit  1 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        / 90. RY*(   2) C   3                        0.53    1.57    0.026 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        / 97. RY*(   1) O   5                        0.67    1.82    0.031 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /106. RY*(   2) O   7                       0.67    1.92    0.032 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /111. RY*(   1) C  10                       1.39    1.37    0.039 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3              0.67    0.99    0.023 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /192. BD*(   1) C   1 - H   8              0.74    1.09    0.025 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /194. BD*(   1) C   2 - H   9              0.61    1.06    0.023 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /195. BD*(   1) C   2 - C  10             0.98    1.00    0.028 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /197. BD*(   1) C   3 - O  11              2.67    0.87    0.043 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /205. BD*(   1) O   7 - H  26              1.71    1.05    0.038 

   1. BD (   1) C   1 - C   2        /208. BD*(   1) C  10 - H  28              1.22    1.07    0.032 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        / 86. RY*(   2) C   2                             0.97    1.61    0.035 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        / 94. RY*(   2) C   4                             1.31    1.57    0.041 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /105. RY*(   1) O   7                             0.54    1.69    0.027 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /115. RY*(   1) O  11                            0.78    1.68    0.032 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2                   1.03    0.99    0.029 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /192. BD*(   1) C   1 - H   8                   0.65    1.08    0.024 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /195. BD*(   1) C   2 - C  10                  2.09    0.99    0.041 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4                   0.84    0.98    0.026 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /198. BD*(   1) C   3 - H  12                 0.77    1.07    0.026 

   2. BD (   1) C   1 - C   3        /200. BD*(   1) C   4 - H  13                 1.64    1.06    0.037 

   3. BD (   1) C   1 - O   7        /193. BD*(   1) C   2 - O   5                  2.35    1.01    0.044 

   3. BD (   1) C   1 - O   7        /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4                  1.72    1.14    0.040 

   4. BD (   1) C   1 - H   8        / 85. RY*(   1) C   2                             0.81    1.30    0.029 

   4. BD (   1) C   1 - H   8        / 90. RY*(   2) C   3                             0.64    1.45    0.027 

   4. BD (   1) C   1 - H   8        /105. RY*(   1) O   7                            0.60    1.57    0.028 

   4. BD (   1) C   1 - H   8        /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2                 0.55    0.87    0.020 

   4. BD (   1) C   1 - H   8        /194. BD*(   1) C   2 - H   9                 2.79    0.93    0.046 

   4. BD (   1) C   1 - H   8        /197. BD*(   1) C   3 - O  11                0.84    0.74    0.022 

   4. BD (   1) C   1 - H   8        /198. BD*(   1) C   3 - H  12                2.50    0.95    0.043 

   5. BD (   1) C   2 - O   5        /101. RY*(   1) C   6                            1.42    1.57    0.042 

   5. BD (   1) C   2 - O   5        /112. RY*(   2) C  10                           0.54    1.51    0.026 

   5. BD (   1) C   2 - O   5        /191. BD*(   1) C   1 - O   7                 2.03    1.03    0.041 

   5. BD (   1) C   2 - O   5        /204. BD*(   1) C   6 - O  16               2.05    1.04    0.041 

   5. BD (   1) C   2 - O   5        /207. BD*(   1) C  10 - H  27               1.24    1.25    0.035 

   6. BD (   1) C   2 - H   9        / 82. RY*(   2) C   1                             0.88    1.51    0.033 

   6. BD (   1) C   2 - H   9        /191. BD*(   1) C   1 - O   7                 0.51    0.77    0.018 

   6. BD (   1) C   2 - H   9        /192. BD*(   1) C   1 - H   8                 2.38    0.98    0.043 

   6. BD (   1) C   2 - H   9        /206. BD*(   1) C  10 - O  25               3.74    0.78    0.048 
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   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        / 82. RY*(   2) C   1                          0.78    1.61    0.032 

   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        / 83. RY*(   3) C   1                          0.51    1.40    0.024 

   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        / 98. RY*(   2) O   5                         1.14    1.82    0.041 

   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2              1.22    0.99    0.031 

   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3              1.99    0.99    0.040 

   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        /194. BD*(   1) C   2 - H   9              0.83    1.05    0.027 

   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        /202. BD*(   1) O   5 - C   6              2.48    0.85    0.041 

   7. BD (   1) C   2 - C  10        /207. BD*(   1) C  10 - H  27            0.64    1.10    0.024 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        / 82. RY*(   2) C   1                            1.42    1.62    0.043 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /102. RY*(   2) C   6                           0.53    1.36    0.024 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3                0.73    1.00    0.024 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /191. BD*(   1) C   1 - O   7               2.32    0.89    0.040 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /198. BD*(   1) C   3 - H  12              0.77    1.08    0.026 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6                0.75    0.98    0.024 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /200. BD*(   1) C   4 - H  13              0.86    1.08    0.027 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /204. BD*(   1) C   6 - O  16              2.13    0.89    0.039 

   8. BD (   1) C   3 - C   4        /210. BD*(   1) O  14 - H  48             1.68    1.05    0.038 

   9. BD (   1) C   3 - O  11        /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2              1.63    1.16    0.039 

   9. BD (   1) C   3 - O  11        /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6              1.56    1.13    0.038 

  10. BD (   1) C   3 - H  12        / 81. RY*(   1) C   1                         0.78    1.33    0.029 

  10. BD (   1) C   3 - H  12        /116. RY*(   2) O  11                      0.54    1.70    0.027 

  10. BD (   1) C   3 - H  12        /191. BD*(   1) C   1 - O   7            0.92    0.77    0.024 

  10. BD (   1) C   3 - H  12        /192. BD*(   1) C   1 - H   8            2.52    0.98    0.044 

  10. BD (   1) C   3 - H  12        /201. BD*(   1) C   4 - O  14           3.82    0.74    0.048 

  10. BD (   1) C   3 - H  12        /209. BD*(   1) O  11 - H  29          2.22    0.93    0.041 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        / 90. RY*(   2) C   3                          0.54    1.60    0.026 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        / 91. RY*(   3) C   3                          0.55    1.37    0.025 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        / 97. RY*(   1) O   5                          0.82    1.85    0.035 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        /127. RY*(   2) O  16                        0.75    1.88    0.034 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4              0.86    1.01    0.026 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        /197. BD*(   1) C   3 - O  11             2.66    0.89    0.044 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        /200. BD*(   1) C   4 - H  13             0.64    1.09    0.024 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        /203. BD*(   1) C   6 - H  15             0.61    1.06    0.023 

  11. BD (   1) C   4 - C   6        /211. BD*(   1) O  16 - C  17             3.00    0.87    0.046 

  12. BD (   1) C   4 - H  13        /103. RY*(   3) C   6                        0.56    1.49    0.026 

  12. BD (   1) C   4 - H  13        /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3              3.05    0.89    0.047 

  12. BD (   1) C   4 - H  13        /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4              0.57    0.88    0.020 

  12. BD (   1) C   4 - H  13        /202. BD*(   1) O   5 - C   6              4.66    0.75    0.053 

  13. BD (   1) C   4 - O  14        /198. BD*(   1) C   3 - H  12             1.41    1.25    0.038 

  13. BD (   1) C   4 - O  14        /203. BD*(   1) C   6 - H  15             1.16    1.21    0.034 

  14. BD (   1) O   5 - C   6        / 85. RY*(   1) C   2                           1.05    1.61    0.037 

  14. BD (   1) O   5 - C   6        / 93. RY*(   1) C   4                           0.53    1.56    0.026 

  14. BD (   1) O   5 - C   6        /195. BD*(   1) C   2 - C  10              1.01    1.18    0.031 

  14. BD (   1) O   5 - C   6        /200. BD*(   1) C   4 - H  13              1.06    1.25    0.033 

  15. BD (   1) C   6 - H  15        / 94. RY*(   2) C   4                          0.67    1.50    0.028 

  15. BD (   1) C   6 - H  15        / 97. RY*(   1) O   5                          0.54    1.75    0.028 

  15. BD (   1) C   6 - H  15        /126. RY*(   1) O  16                        0.52    1.73    0.027 

  15. BD (   1) C   6 - H  15        /201. BD*(   1) C   4 - O  14             3.87    0.78    0.049 

  16. BD (   1) C   6 - O  16        / 95. RY*(   3) C   4                          0.52    1.54    0.025 

  16. BD (   1) C   6 - O  16        /135. RY*(   2) C  18                        0.51    1.55    0.025 

  16. BD (   1) C   6 - O  16        /193. BD*(   1) C   2 - O   5             1.40    1.07    0.035 

  16. BD (   1) C   6 - O  16        /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4             1.56    1.21    0.039 

  16. BD (   1) C   6 - O  16        /212. BD*(   1) C  17 - C  18            0.85    1.23    0.029 

  17. BD (   1) O   7 - H  26        / 81. RY*(   1) C   1                         1.04    1.51    0.035 

  17. BD (   1) O   7 - H  26        /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2             2.58    1.06    0.047 

  18. BD (   1) C  10 - O  25        /194. BD*(   1) C   2 - H   9            1.41    1.20    0.037 

  19. BD (   1) C  10 - H  27        /163. RY*(   2) O  25                      0.53    1.64    0.026 

  19. BD (   1) C  10 - H  27        /193. BD*(   1) C   2 - O   5            4.39    0.72    0.050 

  19. BD (   1) C  10 - H  27        /236. BD*(   1) O  25 - H  47           2.39    0.93    0.042 

  20. BD (   1) C  10 - H  28        /162. RY*(   1) O  25                       0.60    1.57    0.028 

  20. BD (   1) C  10 - H  28        /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2              3.46    0.87    0.049 

  20. BD (   1) C  10 - H  28        /193. BD*(   1) C   2 - O   5              0.51    0.73    0.017 

  21. BD (   1) O  11 - H  29        / 89. RY*(   1) C   3                          2.04    1.45    0.049 
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  21. BD (   1) O  11 - H  29        /198. BD*(   1) C   3 - H  12             1.94    1.15    0.042 

  22. BD (   1) O  14 - H  48        / 93. RY*(   1) C   4                          0.93    1.48    0.033 

  22. BD (   1) O  14 - H  48        /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4              2.01    1.08    0.042 

  23. BD (   1) O  16 - C  17        /102. RY*(   2) C   6                         0.77    1.50    0.030 

  23. BD (   1) O  16 - C  17        /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6              1.52    1.12    0.037 

  23. BD (   1) O  16 - C  17        /215. BD*(   1) C  18 - C  19            1.76    1.15    0.040 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /139. RY*(   2) C  19                        0.64    1.36    0.026 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /140. RY*(   3) C  19                        0.51    1.40    0.024 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /204. BD*(   1) C   6 - O  16            2.12    0.87    0.039 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /213. BD*(   1) C  17 - H  30            0.63    1.06    0.023 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /214. BD*(   1) C  17 - H  31            0.62    1.04    0.023 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /215. BD*(   1) C  18 - C  19            0.67    0.99    0.023 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /216. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  32            0.64    1.06    0.023 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /217. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  33            0.64    1.06    0.023 

  24. BD (   1) C  17 - C  18        /218. BD*(   1) C  19 - C  20            1.96    1.00    0.040 

  25. BD (   1) C  17 - H  30        /126. RY*(   1) O  16                       0.54    1.70    0.027 

  25. BD (   1) C  17 - H  30        /134. RY*(   1) C  18                       0.85    1.36    0.030 

  25. BD (   1) C  17 - H  30        /216. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  32           2.59    0.96    0.045 

  26. BD (   1) C  17 - H  31        /134. RY*(   1) C  18                       0.80    1.36    0.030 

  26. BD (   1) C  17 - H  31        /217. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  33           2.58    0.97    0.045 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /144. RY*(   3) C  20                       0.61    1.36    0.026 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /211. BD*(   1) O  16 - C  17            2.85    0.81    0.043 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /212. BD*(   1) C  17 - C  18            0.52    0.97    0.020 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /216. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  32            0.67    1.03    0.024 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /217. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  33            0.68    1.03    0.024 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /218. BD*(   1) C  19 - C  20            0.68    0.97    0.023 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /219. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  34            0.56    1.02    0.021 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /220. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  35            0.56    1.02    0.021 

  27. BD (   1) C  18 - C  19        /221. BD*(   1) C  20 - C  21            1.91    0.98    0.039 

  28. BD (   1) C  18 - H  32        /138. RY*(   1) C  19                        0.66    1.35    0.027 

  28. BD (   1) C  18 - H  32        /211. BD*(   1) O  16 - C  17            0.60    0.71    0.018 

  28. BD (   1) C  18 - H  32        /213. BD*(   1) C  17 - H  30            2.72    0.94    0.045 

  28. BD (   1) C  18 - H  32        /219. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  34            2.64    0.93    0.044 

  29. BD (   1) C  18 - H  33        /138. RY*(   1) C  19                        0.68    1.35    0.027 

  29. BD (   1) C  18 - H  33        /211. BD*(   1) O  16 - C  17            0.63    0.71    0.019 

  29. BD (   1) C  18 - H  33        /214. BD*(   1) C  17 - H  31            2.84    0.91    0.045 

  29. BD (   1) C  18 - H  33        /220. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  35            2.67    0.93    0.044 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /136. RY*(   3) C  18                         0.81    1.30    0.029 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /148. RY*(   3) C  21                         0.58    1.37    0.025 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /212. BD*(   1) C  17 - C  18            1.97    0.96    0.039 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /215. BD*(   1) C  18 - C  19            0.80    0.96    0.025 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /219. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  34            0.68    1.02    0.024 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /220. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  35            0.68    1.02    0.024 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /221. BD*(   1) C  20 - C  21            0.70    0.97    0.023 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /222. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  36            0.60    1.02    0.022 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /223. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  37            0.60    1.02    0.022 

  30. BD (   1) C  19 - C  20        /224. BD*(   1) C  21 - C  22            1.90    0.97    0.038 

  31. BD (   1) C  19 - H  34        /134. RY*(   1) C  18                        0.64    1.33    0.026 

  31. BD (   1) C  19 - H  34        /142. RY*(   1) C  20                        0.71    1.34    0.028 

  31. BD (   1) C  19 - H  34        /216. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  32            2.66    0.93    0.044 

  31. BD (   1) C  19 - H  34        /222. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  36            2.63    0.93    0.044 

  32. BD (   1) C  19 - H  35        /134. RY*(   1) C  18                        0.73    1.33    0.028 

  32. BD (   1) C  19 - H  35        /142. RY*(   1) C  20                        0.73    1.34    0.028 

  32. BD (   1) C  19 - H  35        /217. BD*(   1) C  18 - H  33            2.64    0.93    0.044 

  32. BD (   1) C  19 - H  35        /223. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  37            2.63    0.93    0.044 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /140. RY*(   3) C  19                         0.72    1.36    0.028 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /152. RY*(   3) C  22                        0.68    1.39    0.028 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /215. BD*(   1) C  18 - C  19            1.97    0.95    0.039 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /218. BD*(   1) C  19 - C  20            0.72    0.96    0.024 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /222. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  36            0.65    1.02    0.023 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /223. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  37            0.66    1.02    0.023 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /224. BD*(   1) C  21 - C  22            0.73    0.97    0.024 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /225. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  38            0.62    1.02    0.022 
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  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /226. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  39            0.62    1.02    0.022 

  33. BD (   1) C  20 - C  21        /227. BD*(   1) C  22 - C  23            1.92    0.97    0.038 

  34. BD (   1) C  20 - H  36        /138. RY*(   1) C  19                       0.66    1.34    0.027 

  34. BD (   1) C  20 - H  36        /146. RY*(   1) C  21                        0.68    1.34    0.027 

  34. BD (   1) C  20 - H  36        /219. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  34            2.70    0.92    0.044 

  34. BD (   1) C  20 - H  36        /225. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  38            2.66    0.92    0.044 

  35. BD (   1) C  20 - H  37        /138. RY*(   1) C  19                        0.64    1.34    0.026 

  35. BD (   1) C  20 - H  37        /146. RY*(   1) C  21                        0.70    1.34    0.027 

  35. BD (   1) C  20 - H  37        /220. BD*(   1) C  19 - H  35            2.69    0.92    0.044 

  35. BD (   1) C  20 - H  37        /226. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  39            2.67    0.92    0.044 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /144. RY*(   3) C  20                         0.63    1.35    0.026 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /155. RY*(   2) C  23                         0.79    1.34    0.029 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /218. BD*(   1) C  19 - C  20            2.00    0.96    0.039 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /221. BD*(   1) C  20 - C  21            0.74    0.96    0.024 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /225. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  38            0.65    1.02    0.023 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /226. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  39            0.65    1.02    0.023 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /227. BD*(   1) C  22 - C  23            0.69    0.96    0.023 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /228. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  40            0.61    1.02    0.022 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /229. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  41            0.61    1.02    0.022 

  36. BD (   1) C  21 - C  22        /230. BD*(   1) C  23 - C  24            1.94    0.96    0.039 

  37. BD (   1) C  21 - H  38        /142. RY*(   1) C  20                        0.67    1.33    0.027 

  37. BD (   1) C  21 - H  38        /150. RY*(   1) C  22                        0.67    1.33    0.027 

  37. BD (   1) C  21 - H  38        /222. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  36            2.70    0.92    0.045 

  37. BD (   1) C  21 - H  38        /228. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  40            2.68    0.92    0.044 

  38. BD (   1) C  21 - H  39        /142. RY*(   1) C  20                        0.66    1.33    0.027 

  38. BD (   1) C  21 - H  39        /150. RY*(   1) C  22                        0.68    1.33    0.027 

  38. BD (   1) C  21 - H  39        /223. BD*(   1) C  20 - H  37            2.69    0.92    0.044 

  38. BD (   1) C  21 - H  39        /229. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  41            2.68    0.92    0.044 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /148. RY*(   3) C  21                        0.66    1.36    0.027 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /158. RY*(   1) C  24                        0.90    1.31    0.031 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /221. BD*(   1) C  20 - C  21            1.97    0.96    0.039 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /224. BD*(   1) C  21 - C  22            0.74    0.96    0.024 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /228. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  40            0.63    1.02    0.023 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /229. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  41            0.63    1.02    0.023 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /230. BD*(   1) C  23 - C  24            0.60    0.96    0.021 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /231. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  42            0.59    1.02    0.022 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /232. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  43            0.58    1.02    0.022 

  39. BD (   1) C  22 - C  23        /235. BD*(   1) C  24 - H  46            1.48    1.03    0.035 

  40. BD (   1) C  22 - H  40        /146. RY*(   1) C  21                        0.66    1.33    0.027 

  40. BD (   1) C  22 - H  40        /154. RY*(   1) C  23                        0.61    1.28    0.025 

  40. BD (   1) C  22 - H  40        /225. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  38            2.70    0.92    0.045 

  40. BD (   1) C  22 - H  40        /231. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  42            2.64    0.93    0.044 

  41. BD (   1) C  22 - H  41        /146. RY*(   1) C  21                        0.65    1.33    0.026 

  41. BD (   1) C  22 - H  41        /154. RY*(   1) C  23                        0.61    1.28    0.025 

  41. BD (   1) C  22 - H  41        /226. BD*(   1) C  21 - H  39            2.70    0.92    0.045 

  41. BD (   1) C  22 - H  41        /232. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  43            2.65    0.93    0.044 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /152. RY*(   3) C  22                        0.54    1.38    0.024 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /224. BD*(   1) C  21 - C  22            2.10    0.97    0.040 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /227. BD*(   1) C  22 - C  23            0.72    0.96    0.024 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /231. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  42            0.60    1.03    0.022 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /232. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  43            0.60    1.03    0.022 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /233. BD*(   1) C  24 - H  44            0.57    1.03    0.022 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /234. BD*(   1) C  24 - H  45            0.57    1.03    0.022 

  42. BD (   1) C  23 - C  24        /235. BD*(   1) C  24 - H  46            0.63    1.03    0.023 

  43. BD (   1) C  23 - H  42        /150. RY*(   1) C  22                        0.60    1.32    0.025 

  43. BD (   1) C  23 - H  42        /159. RY*(   2) C  24                        0.50    1.13    0.021 

  43. BD (   1) C  23 - H  42        /228. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  40            2.75    0.92    0.045 

  43. BD (   1) C  23 - H  42        /233. BD*(   1) C  24 - H  44            2.74    0.93    0.045 

  44. BD (   1) C  23 - H  43        /150. RY*(   1) C  22                        0.59    1.32    0.025 

  44. BD (   1) C  23 - H  43        /159. RY*(   2) C  24                        0.51    1.13    0.021 

  44. BD (   1) C  23 - H  43        /229. BD*(   1) C  22 - H  41            2.75    0.92    0.045 

  44. BD (   1) C  23 - H  43        /234. BD*(   1) C  24 - H  45            2.74    0.93    0.045 

  45. BD (   1) C  24 - H  44        /154. RY*(   1) C  23                        0.53    1.29    0.023 
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  45. BD (   1) C  24 - H  44        /231. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  42            2.60    0.93    0.044 

  46. BD (   1) C  24 - H  45        /154. RY*(   1) C  23                        0.52    1.29    0.023 

  46. BD (   1) C  24 - H  45        /232. BD*(   1) C  23 - H  43            2.60    0.93    0.044 

  47. BD (   1) C  24 - H  46        /227. BD*(   1) C  22 - C  23            3.10    0.87    0.046 

  48. BD (   1) O  25 - H  47        /111. RY*(   1) C  10                        1.60    1.43    0.043 

  48. BD (   1) O  25 - H  47        /207. BD*(   1) C  10 - H 27             2.01    1.17    0.043 

  49. CR (   1) C   1                / 87. RY*(   3) C   2                               1.11   10.85    0.098 

  49. CR (   1) C   1                / 91. RY*(   3) C   3                               1.78   10.82    0.124 

  49. CR (   1) C   1                /109. RY*(   1) H   8                              0.68   10.77    0.077 

  49. CR (   1) C   1                /191. BD*(   1) C   1 - O   7                   1.26   10.35    0.103 

  50. CR (   1) C   2                / 82. RY*(   2) C   1                               0.55   11.11    0.070 

  50. CR (   1) C   2                / 83. RY*(   3) C   1                               1.04   10.90    0.095 

  50. CR (   1) C   2                /110. RY*(   1) H   9                              0.57   10.75    0.070 

  50. CR (   1) C   2                /112. RY*(   2) C  10                             0.64   10.85    0.075 

  50. CR (   1) C   2                /113. RY*(   3) C  10                             0.59   10.81    0.072 

  50. CR (   1) C   2                /193. BD*(   1) C   2 - O5                      1.25   10.34    0.102 

  50. CR (   1) C   2                /202. BD*(   1) O   5 - C   6                   0.61   10.35    0.072 

  51. CR (   1) C   3                / 81. RY*(   1) C   1                                0.79   10.93    0.083 

  51. CR (   1) C   3                / 84. RY*(   4) C   1                                0.72   11.39    0.081 

  51. CR (   1) C   3                / 95. RY*(   3) C   4                               1.34   10.81    0.107 

  51. CR (   1) C   3                /119. RY*(   1) H  12                             0.59   10.74    0.071 

  51. CR (   1) C   3                /197. BD*(   1) C   3 - O 11                   1.20   10.35    0.100 

  52. CR (   1) C   4                / 89. RY*(   1) C   3                               0.64   10.87    0.075 

  52. CR (   1) C   4                / 91. RY*(   3) C   3                               0.73   10.84    0.079 

  52. CR (   1) C   4                /104. RY*(   4) C   6                              1.23   11.22    0.105 

  52. CR (   1) C   4                /120. RY*(   1) H  13                              0.58   10.73    0.070 

  52. CR (   1) C   4                /201. BD*(   1) C   4 - O  14                   1.17   10.35    0.099 

  53. CR (   1) O   5                / 85. RY*(   1) C   2                                1.67   19.75    0.162 

  53. CR (   1) O   5                /101. RY*(   1) C   6                               1.90   19.75    0.173 

  54. CR (   1) C   6                / 93. RY*(   1) C   4                                0.89   10.95    0.088 

  54. CR (   1) C   6                / 94. RY*(   2) C   4                                0.81   11.14    0.085 

  54. CR (   1) C   6                /125. RY*(   1) H  15                              0.55   10.81    0.069 

  54. CR (   1) C   6                /193. BD*(   1) C   2 - O   5                    0.70   10.41    0.077 

  54. CR (   1) C   6                /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6                    0.69   10.53    0.077 

  54. CR (   1) C   6                /202. BD*(   1) O   5 - C   6                    0.75   10.42    0.080 

  54. CR (   1) C   6                /211. BD*(   1) O  16 - C  17                  0.79   10.41    0.082 

  55. CR (   1) O   7                / 81. RY*(   1) C   1                                1.44   19.75    0.151 

  56. CR (   1) C  10                / 86. RY*(   2) C   2                               0.52   11.10    0.068 

  56. CR (   1) C  10                / 87. RY*(   3) C   2                               0.56   10.85    0.069 

  56. CR (   1) C  10                / 88. RY*(   4) C   2                              0.76   11.37    0.083 

  56. CR (   1) C  10                /167. RY*(   1) H  27                            0.70   10.75    0.078 

  56. CR (   1) C  10                /168. RY*(   1) H  28                            0.54   10.74    0.068 

  56. CR (   1) C  10                /206. BD*(   1) C  10 - O  25                1.21   10.36    0.100 

  57. CR (   1) O  11                / 89. RY*(   1) C   3                              1.84   19.69    0.170 

  58. CR (   1) O  14                / 93. RY*(   1) C   4                              1.46   19.71    0.152 

  58. CR (   1) O  14                / 95. RY*(   3) C   4                               0.67   19.65    0.103 

  59. CR (   1) O  16                /102. RY*(   2) C   6                              2.22   19.69    0.187 

  59. CR (   1) O  16                /130. RY*(   1) C  17                              1.33   19.76    0.145 

  60. CR (   1) C  17                /135. RY*(   2) C  18                              0.84   10.82    0.085 

  60. CR (   1) C  17                /137. RY*(   4) C  18                              0.52   11.45    0.069 

  60. CR (   1) C  17                /170. RY*(   1) H  30                              0.64   10.77    0.074 

  60. CR (   1) C  17                /171. RY*(   1) H  31                              0.55   10.77    0.069 

  60. CR (   1) C  17                /204. BD*(   1) C   6 - O  16                   0.69   10.38    0.076 

  60. CR (   1) C  17                /211. BD*(   1) O  16 - C  17                  1.38   10.34    0.107 

  61. CR (   1) C  18                /132. RY*(   3) C  17                              0.61   10.71    0.072 

  61. CR (   1) C  18                /133. RY*(   4) C  17                              0.53   11.26    0.069 

  61. CR (   1) C  18                /139. RY*(   2) C  19                              0.76   10.79    0.081 

  61. CR (   1) C  18                /172. RY*(   1) H  32                               0.56   10.71    0.069 

  61. CR (   1) C  18                /173. RY*(   1) H  33                               0.56   10.71    0.069 

  62. CR (   1) C  19                /135. RY*(   2) C  18                               1.13   10.75    0.098 

  62. CR (   1) C  19                /143. RY*(   2) C  20                               0.90   10.81    0.088 

  62. CR (   1) C  19                /174. RY*(   1) H  34                               0.53   10.72    0.067 

  62. CR (   1) C  19                /175. RY*(   1) H  35                                0.52   10.72    0.067 
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  63. CR (   1) C  20                /139. RY*(   2) C  19                    0.98   10.78    0.092 

  63. CR (   1) C  20                /147. RY*(   2) C  21                    0.88   10.80    0.087 

  63. CR (   1) C  20                /176. RY*(   1) H  36                    0.52   10.72    0.067 

  63. CR (   1) C  20                /177. RY*(   1) H  37                    0.52   10.72    0.067 

  64. CR (   1) C  21                /143. RY*(   2) C  20                    0.95   10.79    0.091 

  64. CR (   1) C  21                /151. RY*(   2) C  22                    0.92   10.79    0.089 

  64. CR (   1) C  21                /153. RY*(   4) C  22                    0.54   11.30    0.070 

  64. CR (   1) C  21                /178. RY*(   1) H  38                    0.52   10.72    0.066 

  64. CR (   1) C  21                /179. RY*(   1) H  39                    0.51   10.72    0.066 

  65. CR (   1) C  22                /147. RY*(   2) C  21                    0.96   10.79    0.091 

  65. CR (   1) C  22                /156. RY*(   3) C  23                    0.91   10.69    0.088 

  65. CR (   1) C  22                /180. RY*(   1) H  40                    0.52   10.72    0.066 

  65. CR (   1) C  22                /181. RY*(   1) H  41                    0.52   10.72    0.066 

  66. CR (   1) C  23                /151. RY*(   2) C  22                    0.95   10.79    0.090 

  66. CR (   1) C  23                /160. RY*(   3) C  24                    1.25   10.79    0.104 

  66. CR (   1) C  23                /182. RY*(   1) H  42                    0.52   10.71    0.067 

  66. CR (   1) C  23                /183. RY*(   1) H  43                    0.52   10.71    0.066 

  67. CR (   1) C  24                /155. RY*(   2) C  23                    1.08   10.80    0.096 

  67. CR (   1) C  24                /184. RY*(   1) H  44                    0.57   10.70    0.070 

  67. CR (   1) C  24                /185. RY*(   1) H  45                    0.57   10.70    0.070 

  67. CR (   1) C  24                /186. RY*(   1) H  46                    0.57   10.69    0.070 

  68. CR (   1) O  25                /111. RY*(   1) C  10                    1.13   19.68    0.133 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                / 85. RY*(   1) C   2                        2.10    1.38    0.049 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                /101. RY*(   1) C   6                       2.52    1.38    0.053 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2            1.06    0.95    0.028 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                /194. BD*(   1) C   2 - H   9            0.73    1.01    0.024 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                /195. BD*(   1) C   2 - C  10            0.92    0.96    0.027 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6            1.75    0.92    0.036 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                /204. BD*(   1) C   6 - O  16            3.69    0.84    0.050 

  69. LP (   1) O   5                /236. BD*(   1) O  25 - H  47           1.21    1.01    0.031 

  70. LP (   2) O   5                /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2              4.17    0.67    0.047 

  70. LP (   2) O   5                /191. BD*(   1) C   1 - O   7              1.03    0.55    0.022 

  70. LP (   2) O   5                /194. BD*(   1) C   2 - H   9              4.88    0.74    0.054 

  70. LP (   2) O   5                /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6              4.64    0.64    0.049 

  70. LP (   2) O   5                /203. BD*(   1) C   6 - H  15             5.59    0.71    0.057 

  70. LP (   2) O   5                /236. BD*(   1) O  25 - H  47            0.52    0.73    0.018 

  71. LP (   1) O   7                / 81. RY*(   1) C   1                          2.16    1.39    0.049 

  71. LP (   1) O   7                / 84. RY*(   4) C   1                          0.64    1.85    0.031 

  71. LP (   1) O   7                /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2              1.07    0.94    0.029 

  71. LP (   1) O   7                /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3              0.94    0.94    0.027 

  71. LP (   1) O   7                /192. BD*(   1) C   1 - H   8              1.29    1.04    0.033 

  71. LP (   1) O   7                /193. BD*(   1) C   2 - O   5              0.67    0.80    0.021 

  72. LP (   2) O   7                /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3              5.45    0.65    0.053 

  72. LP (   2) O   7                /192. BD*(   1) C   1 - H   8              5.22    0.74    0.056 

  72. LP (   2) O   7                /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4              0.85    0.64    0.021 

  73. LP (   1) O  11                / 89. RY*(   1) C   3                         2.86    1.32    0.055 

  73. LP (   1) O  11                /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3             0.98    0.94    0.027 

  73. LP (   1) O  11                /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4             1.71    0.93    0.036 

  73. LP (   1) O  11                /198. BD*(   1) C   3 - H  12            1.25    1.02    0.032 

  74. LP (   2) O  11                /189. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   2             1.17    0.66    0.025 

  74. LP (   2) O  11                /190. BD*(   1) C   1 - C   3             5.93    0.66    0.056 

  74. LP (   2) O  11                /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4              3.97    0.65    0.045 

  74. LP (   2) O  11                /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6              0.59    0.63    0.017 

  74. LP (   2) O  11                /205. BD*(   1) O   7 - H  26             0.91    0.72    0.023 

  75. LP (   1) O  14                / 93. RY*(   1) C   4                          1.77    1.32    0.043 

  75. LP (   1) O  14                /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4              1.19    0.92    0.030 

  75. LP (   1) O  14                /198. BD*(   1) C   3 - H  12              0.52    1.01    0.020 

  75. LP (   1) O  14                /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6               0.89    0.90    0.025 

  75. LP (   1) O  14                /200. BD*(   1) C   4 - H  13              1.60    1.00    0.036 

  75. LP (   1) O  14                /209. BD*(   1) O  11 - H  29             1.92    0.98    0.039 

  76. LP (   2) O  14                /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6                5.18    0.67    0.053 

  76. LP (   2) O  14                /200. BD*(   1) C   4 - H  13               4.61    0.77    0.053 

  76. LP (   2) O  14                /209. BD*(   1) O  11 - H  29              0.84    0.74    0.022 
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  77. LP (   1) O  16                /101. RY*(   1) C   6                         0.59    1.37    0.026 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /102. RY*(   2) C   6                         2.69    1.30    0.053 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /130. RY*(   1) C  17                        1.39    1.38    0.039 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /196. BD*(   1) C   3 - C   4               0.57    0.93    0.021 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /199. BD*(   1) C   4 - C   6               1.13    0.92    0.029 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /202. BD*(   1) O   5 - C   6               0.64    0.80    0.020 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /203. BD*(   1) C   6 - H  15              1.96    0.98    0.039 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /210. BD*(   1) O  14 - H  48             2.28    1.00    0.043 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /212. BD*(   1) C  17 - C  18              0.89    0.96    0.026 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /214. BD*(   1) C  17 - H  31              1.21    1.00    0.031 

  77. LP (   1) O  16                /215. BD*(   1) C  18 - C  19              0.55    0.95    0.021 

  78. LP (   2) O  16                /202. BD*(   1) O   5 - C   6               14.09    0.54    0.078 

  78. LP (   2) O  16                /203. BD*(   1) C   6 - H  15               4.42    0.72    0.051 

  78. LP (   2) O  16                /213. BD*(   1) C  17 - H  30              4.71    0.75    0.054 

  78. LP (   2) O  16                /214. BD*(   1) C  17 - H  31              3.49    0.73    0.046 

  79. LP (   1) O  25                /111. RY*(   1) C  10                          1.63    1.31    0.041 

  79. LP (   1) O  25                /195. BD*(   1) C   2 - C  10               1.32    0.94    0.032 

  79. LP (   1) O  25                /207. BD*(   1) C  10 - H  27              1.23    1.04    0.032 

  79. LP (   1) O  25                /208. BD*(   1) C  10 - H  28              1.06    1.01    0.029 

  80. LP (   2) O  25                /194. BD*(   1) C   2 - H   9                0.56    0.70    0.018 

  80. LP (   2) O  25                /195. BD*(   1) C   2 - C  10               5.14    0.64    0.051 

  80. LP (   2) O  25                /208. BD*(   1) C  10 - H  28              5.64    0.72    0.057 
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